The Bulletin is an open forum for the Students and Instructors of the Center for Aikido
and Tang Soo Do Studies and the Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association to
post their personal thoughts and opinions. This is actually a requirement for membership
in our school and the CPMDDA in order to further engage members in the intellectual
aspect of their training which is part of our mission of cultural enrichment. This also
serves to enlighten the instructors as to what is going on in the students‟ minds. The
Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies is an institution of higher learning. For the most
part, these postings will pertain to the individual‟s personal journey, experiences, or
observations in and around their chosen Martial Arts training. Please feel free to read,
enjoy, and most of all, learn a few things.
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GrandMaster Lee’s MeMoriaL
Workout
The Annual Grandmaster Lee Memorial Workout was held at the
Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies on Saturday, December
6th in Colorado Springs. Every year a Memorial Workout is held in
honor of Grandmaster Lee‟s achievements and contributions to the
Art of Tangsoology. Grandmaster Lee taught his Tangsoology
style to hundreds of students from the mid 1960's until the time of
his passing. Grandmaster Jong H. Lee passed away on November
28, 1985.

Martial Arts Demonstration
Festival 1/24/15
Fountain Valley Martial Arts hosted a martial arts
demonstration festival on Saturday January 24th at
the Fountain Valley YMCA. Numerous schools

showed up to demonstrate forms, techniques,
breaking, etc. Thank you to Sabom-nim Scott
Arnold for organizing this event and inviting the
Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do to participate!

Chinese New Year Festival
2/7/15
The 14th Annual Chinese New Year Festival, hosted by the
Chinese Cultural Institute of Colorado Springs, will be held on
Saturday, February 7th 10am-4pm at The City Auditorium.
2015 is Year of the Sheep. The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo
Do Studies will once again be hosting a booth and performing
numerous martial arts demonstrations on the main floor
throughout the day. We look forward to seeing everyone there!
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Qualities of an Aikido Instructor

Sensei has shown to be very

By Laura Harnar, Aikido 6th Kyu

dedicated towards the improvement of his

There are many important qualities

students.

He always challenges us to try

that a good Aikido instructor should have.

new techniques and understand new ideas

These traits include Trust, Leadership,

while factoring in our physical limitations

Aikido expertise, a sense of caring, and an

and fears.

interest in the improvement of their students.

confidence in myself when put in unfamiliar

If any of these traits are absent, the

situations outside of the Dojo.

Because of this, I have found

instructor may not have a good connection
In

conclusion,

there

are

many

with their students.
important qualities that a good Aikido
When I came to class for the first

instructor should have, and when they are

time, I could tell that Sensei hosted a very

present, students can learn and challenge

encouraging and friendly environment.

I

themselves as well as discovering new

enjoyed attending classes because of his

things about their abilities and limitations.

ability to see potential in people of all ages.

Aikido applies to the outside lives of

I place a lot of my trust in Sensei, and I

students when the instructor makes a true

frequently push myself to try new things and

connection.

expand my abilities – not just in Aikido, but
in all aspects of life.
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Growing in Aikido and Tang Soo Do
By: Kevin Morris, Age 11, Aikido 4th

working even harder for blue belt I got to
test. Sabo Sensei was watching and was

th

Kyu, Tang Soo Do 6 Gup
impressed and that was a huge achievement
When I began Aikido, I had to
memorize history of Aikido, I had to know
different ways of finishing the move, and I
had to know how to do two moves. It was
hard being eight, but I managed and got
orange belt, which meant more effort
because not only was I older but I was
higher ranking, it was an achievement but
not a big one because you just had to
memorize history, endings to moves, and
two moves. Well then I learned how to be a
white belt but needed to move up to learn
how to become an orange belt. I memorize

getting to be promoted by Sabo Sensei and
him being impressed! After a family
problem was fixed, I came back after 6
months. I forgot the names of moves, but
because Sensei Miller had worked me hard
for my muscles to memorize it so I knew
what to do if someone attacked me but if
I‟m going to test I need to know the names
and learn more moves. Anyway I need to
achieve higher goals which in Tang Soo Do
it says you should achieve higher goals and
you need to work hard in life. Now I‟m
working for Hakama.

more moves and have to know last belts
requirements so it more work, but being a
child you are able to handle more the older
you get so it was a little easy, but was still
hard though, to get blue strip across my

Now to Tang Soo Do. I started as
white belt of course. I had to learn L1-3 and
combinations 1-3. Then after hard work I
got to yellow strip across my white belt.
Then I had to learn I1-3 and more

orange belt. That was a little bigger
achievement. That‟s the around the time I

combinations. After long work I earned
yellow belt. I had to learn L4 & L5 plus I4

started Tang Soo Do, I think. But then after
4

& I5. I had to learn more combos. Then I

Sensei can be very strict so people can learn

got a big achievement, green belt! Now I

better. A good Sensei must be nice to others,

have to work for Green trim on my uniform

because if he was rude no one would come

and that will be cool. I read in our

to Aikido.

Tangsoology packets that, in my eyes said

What I think a Sensei Is

work hard, and be as thankful as you can. Be
By: Cody Fark, Age 13, Aikido 6th Kyu
thankful if you have a house, water, and
What I think a Sensei is; is a teacher
food. Be happy with what you get because
there are others who can‟t and would like to

or a mentor for his or her students so they
can be successful in that Martial Arts type. I

have. Give life 100%. But in other words, be
think a Sensei is somebody that requires
happy, get organized, be thankful, and work
respect from his or her students so the
as hard as you can.
Sensei knows the students want to actually
A Good Sensei

learn from that individual. A Sensei also
th

By: Samuel Paugh, Age 7, Aikido 6 Kyu
needs to give respect to the students so the
A good Sensei is helpful because
when you don‟t know the technique you can
always say “Sensei I need help!!” A Sensei
must be respectful because students care for
Sensei. A good Sensei must teach well
because students come to learn. A good
Sensei has to remember his techniques so

students can trust their Sensei. Trust is an
important part of the relationship between
the student and the Sensei so that the student
can learn from the Sensei. I appreciate the
opportunity I have to learn from a Sensei in
Aikido and I feel that I can trust my Sensei
to teach me this Martial art.

people can learn them. A good Sensei must
be talented to be at the rank he is at. A good
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The third most important

What would make a good Sensei?
By: Breia DeVries, Age 13, Aikido 5th
Kyu

characteristic for a good Sensei is wisdom.
With wisdom, a Sensei can relate to their

A Sensei has many things to do to
student‟s thoughts and feelings. Sensei‟s
make them a good Sensei. Some have to do
then can use this wisdom to adjust
with respect and honesty, but I know that it
techniques for their appropriateness and
takes a lot of work for my Sensei and yours
safety for the learner.
too.
These are just a few thoughts about
Patience is one of the best
what can make a good Sensei and why. I
characteristics to make a great Sensei. What
feel that a teacher (Sensei) with these three
I feel most Senseis want is that their students
characteristics would make a great Sensei. I
will LEARN. That is why patience is
know a Sensei who already has these
important; so the Sensei can take the time
characteristics – Miller Sensei. Thank you
needed to learn all the small stuff. If the
Miller Sensei for being patient, caring and
Sensei teaches patience, the student will
wise.
learn better and not rush.
What makes a good Sensei in my mind?
The second most important
characteristic for a good Sensei is caring.

By: Christ Babrudi, Age 13, Aikido 7th
Kyu, Tang Soo Do 9th Gup

Caring can mean many things. I am most
There are many reasons that make a
concerned with caring for others, caring
good Sensei in my mind some of which I
what you say and caring to listen carefully.
will tell you.
This is perfect advice for the good Sensei.
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Some reasons that make a good

randomness or out of order. Also a very

Sensei on my mind are; if they are able to

important concept is they have to have a

see my mistakes and correct them not to just

confident and active spirit, not a lazy spirit

say I am doing well. Another reason is if

because that ruins the learning experience.

they know what they are doing or in other
words if they were taught well so they are
able to teach and my peers and I well.
Another reason is if they are serious

Also they have to understand to
teach us the basics before the more
confusing material not to be lazy and just get
to the hard material because of their

about the art and they could also be

laziness. Those are all of the reason I can

humorous so that he doesn‟t make us bored.

think of what makes a good Sensei in my

Also what makes a good Sensei is if he or

mind.

she not only teaches the art but also
meditates or thinks about it. Another reason
is if they care and doesn‟t think it‟s a joke.
Also if he practices the art, respects
it, and applies it in daily life. And most
important if he or she tells us to practice or
do something to improve our ability to the
art and does themselves. Another reason is
they definitely have to have no attitude and
have to be enjoyable. A very important thing

What makes a good Sensei?
By: Caleb Babrudi, Age 11, Aikido 7th
Kyu, Tang Soo Do 9th Gup
There are many reasons that make a
good Sensei some of which I will tell you.
One reason that makes a good Sensei
is when the Sensei teaches, the student
listens and follows what the Sensei does and
if the student makes a mistake the Sensei
will correct the student.

is that they have to have a schedule so that
the lessons they teach aren‟t complete
7

Another reason that makes a good
Sensei is when the Sensei is a very calm
Sensei and doesn‟t shout at the student but
instead the Sensei, corrects them in a soft
voice.

Those are some of the reasons that
make a good Sensei.
Tang Soo Do
Jacob Olson, Age 5, Tang Soo Do 8th Gup
I like Tang Soo Do because of one

Another reason that makes a good

steps and combinations. I am going to be

Sensei is when the student doesn‟t focus and

yellow stripe and I‟m very excited. I want to

doesn‟t listen the Sensei must correct them

be a Martial artist one day and get midnight

so in the future it will help them.

blue belt. I know I need to work hard at
home and at the Dojo. I like how Sabom

Another reason that makes a good
Miller will help me achieve my goal to a
Sensei, is that he/she do the technique 3 or 4
better Martial artist.
times so they know and don‟t have to
struggle and put there selves under pressure.

Great Teacher
By: Amber Sterner, Aikido 6th Kyu

Another reason that makes a good
Sensei, is when the Sensei helps and isn‟t
mad all the time but instead has a happy face
and greets you when you come to the Dojo.
The last reason that makes a good

One of the greatest teachers I‟ve had
the privilege of being taught by was my 11th
grade English teacher, Mr. Ahnfeldt. Prior to
that year, I hated English and thought the
subject was pointless and boring. As I

Sensei, is when the Sensei has a little sense

walked into the windowless, florescent-light

of humor and makes everyone laugh at a

filled classroom, I was buckling down for

time and is not always angry.

yet another year of joy-sucking English. But,
into the drabness of that classroom, came
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forth a ray of sunshine in the form of a

students were sharing stories about the end

middle-aged man grinning from ear to ear

of a friendship or the suicide of a family

and leaving a trail of enthusiasm in his

member. During these tragically beautiful

wake. From that moment on, I realized that

moments of vulnerability, the class would

this wouldn‟t be a typical English class.

often cry with them and some students

With his incredible enthusiasm and love for

would even leap out of their chairs to give

English, Mr. Ahnfeldt brought both

the speaker a hug. In addition, Mr. Ahnfeldt

literature and students to life in our

had us get to know each other through couch

classroom. One way he did this was by

nominations. He purchased a used, but very

making whatever we were learning about

comfortable couch for the classroom and

applicable to real life. Whenever a poem or

every Friday, we would nominate a fellow

book we were reading had ties to the real

student to sit on it the following week. Mr.

world, he would excitedly cry “Connections!

Ahnfeldt would read all the nominations out

Connections!” And by the end of the year,

loud and whoever had the most votes would

we were doing it along with him.

win. However, it wasn‟t so much the

Equally important, Mr. Ahnfeldt
made it a point for all of us to get to know
each other and to grow as a family. Every
Friday we were given the opportunity to

winning that was great, but the fact that each
of us had noticed something in the other that
was worth celebrating and honoring.
This was the kind of environment

share an essay we had written with the class.

that Mr. Ahnfeldt created in his classroom,

At the beginning of the year, students were

where every student was acknowledged,

sharing stories about getting new dog or a

supported, and validated. Overall, what I

sports award, but at the end of the year,

took away from Mr. Ahnfeldt‟s teaching
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style was his infectious enthusiasm, his

It is easily possible to just look up the

undying optimism, his passion for English,

definition of a Sensei, and base your opinion

and his ability to take a group of 30 high

off of that; but that is the easy way out. I

school students from various walks of life

have been doing Aikido for less than a year,

and make them a family. Four years later

and it is the first and only Martial art that I

and halfway through college, I would still

have participated in. I think one of the most

consider Mr. Ahnfeldt to be the most

important qualities in a Sensei is

effective and inspiring teacher I‟ve ever had.

communication. I think it is important to

Opinions
Haley Macknight, Aikido 6th Kyu
When it comes to answering an opinion
based question, and that is exactly what it is,
an opinion; there is no right, nor wrong
answer. Most of us base opinion off of
familiarities we have had in our life, and we
associate it to something comparable. So in
the case of answering the question “what
makes a good Sensei?” is hard for me,
because I have no past experiences to
compare it to. Being in Aikido however has
given me a true sense of what makes a good
Sensei, even without the past experiences; or
lack thereof.

have good communication not only for the
obvious reasons, but because that is a
cornerstone of any kind of relationship. In
Martial Arts communication is an important
aspect to learn to your fullest; to have a
Sensei that doesn‟t communicate well means
they are not letting learn to your fullest
extent.
Another important quality in a Sensei is
to be personable. To be fully productive you
need to be stimulated in mind and body;
laughter is a good stimulus for not only
learning but to enjoy anything you're doing.
Think back to your school days; it may just
be me, but I learned better when my teacher
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had a good personality. A good personality

Sensei who encompasses all of the qualities

goes a long way, not only does it make class

that I personally look for. From here on out,

more fun, but things being learned are more

I can only hope that my journey in the

easily absorbed if you‟re having fun.

Martial Arts world stays as positive as it is

Lastly to me it is imperative that a Sensei

now, all thanks to my Sensei and my Aikido

has passion. Especially for me not having a

family.

background with any Martial art; seeing
passion in a Sensei's demeanor was
important. Thinking of anything in life,
passion is always a key factor to anything.

What makes a good instructor?
Damien Sawyer-Hammond, Age 9, Aikido
5th Kyu, Tang Soo Do 7th Gup
He is knowledgeable about the

Passion ties into everything that I have

subject and can teach you. He helps me with

aforementioned. Without passion, there is

techniques when I am having trouble with

nothing. Someone cannot teach someone

them. He can pay attention and listen to

something without a glimmer of excitement

what other people have to say so he knows

for what is being taught.

how to better help them when they are

So even without past Martial Arts

struggling. He gives you time to learn and

experience, I can still form my own opinion

get better at it. He pushes me to do more

on what makes a good Sensei. There is that

work so I learn more techniques that will

word again however: opinion. I am blessed

help me.

to be in a Martial Arts community where I

What Makes a Good Instructor

would never have to settle less for what I

By: Alain Hamblet, Tang Soo Do

believe in; such as an opinion. Yes, this is

There are many qualities that make up a

all opinion based, but I am lucky to have a

good Instructor. The main four qualities are
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being fair, firm, friendly and reliable. Each

based upon the rank and status of students.

of these are made up of several different

Inexperienced students would not be treated

attributes.

the same as Experienced students in either

An instructor who is fair is unbiased,
impartial and unprejudiced. This requires an

attitude or expectations.
Next a good instructor is Friendly so

instructor to treat his pupils equally while

they are amicable and sociable. They break

remembering each person is an individual.

through barriers of their students so the

They take into account a pupil‟s rank and

relationship can grow. They are able to be

status. The strengths, weaknesses and

approached both during and after sessions.

technical capability of the students is also

While amicable the instructor is not soft on

understood in order to help maximize

students. They are enthusiastic about

learning during sessions of instruction.

teaching which inspires students and grows

Lastly being fair requires the instructor to be

morale. While enthusiastic they are

consistent specifically in the application of

knowledgeable about the information that is

rules.

being shared ensuring lasting impressions on
The second quality, Firm, is the

quality that establishes the instructor as the

their students.
Finally an instructor is reliable.

leader. An instructor must demonstrate an

They are where they said they would be at

acceptable behavior between themselves and

the designated time or before. They are an

their students. They maintain control by

example for the students and should make

establishing a presence at the beginning of a

themselves a model to emulate. Any

session while not being overbearing.

expected change in plans should be

Necessary methods for control are employed

communicated well before the events that
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they affect. An instructor should be true to

I think an instructor has the ability to

their word and make every attempt to fulfill

make learning Karate exciting and fun for

their stated promises and commitments.

their students, and in turn, make all their

Objective, tempered, beneficent and

hard work and effort that much more

honest individuals will teach students the

rewarding! Being a student, I believe that

best and draw in more who wish to learn

only through hard work and perseverance

from them. An instructor who possesses

can I grow, develop, and come to know

these four qualities will always be a good

more of my own potential. Having an

instructor and will inspire other instructors

instructor that creates an environment where

and students with their actions and words.

students can thrive is essential to their

What Makes a Good Instructor?

growth and understanding. It is my belief

By: Victoria E. Casey, Tang Soo Do 8th

that an instructor should value the art from a

Gup

student‟s prospective, diminishing that
I think there are many characteristics

barrier between student and teacher, because

that can be found in any good instructor or

as we have been taught, we are all students

teacher. Students such as myself see

learning how to be our current rank.

firsthand the importance of patience and
consistency. We also want to be taught by
someone that models those behaviors well.
In my opinion, anyone in the position of
instructor has the responsibility to teach with
diligence, consistently putting forth their
best effort, and always do so with the best

In conclusion, I believe that all of
these things are important to me, but not
limited to what a good instructor should be.
I love learning Tang Soo Do, and I do not
believe anyone can teach this graceful art
successfully without actually having a deep
love and passion for it. Tang Soo*

attitude.
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What Makes a Good Leader?
By: Allison Gunter, Tang Soo Do 9th Gup

A leader has been defined as a
person who leads or commands a group or
organization; a guide, director or conductor.

charge, accept responsibility, and respect
other leaders. A good leader is also a good
follower. If someone cannot respect others
who are in leadership, they will not respect
those who follow them, and respect should

A leader is also a person of influence who
has followers.
There are exceptional qualities that
makes someone a good leader. A good
leader is a good listener, communicates well
with people, and cares about the well-being
and development of his or her followers. A
good leader cannot be self-centered, but
gives selflessly. It is important too for
leaders to know who their followers are and
be knowledgeable of the strengths and
weaknesses of their followers. A leader can
gain such knowledge by active listening, and
then provide feedback and training to
improve the weaknesses and enhance the
strengths of those who are under their
leadership.

be mutual between leaders and followers. A
leader should have the ability to take charge
and step up to the plate when no one else
will because that is how others will learn to
respect them and follow their lead. Being
able to accept responsibility is a major
attribute of a good leader – in good
situations as well as bad. Taking
responsibility of one‟s own actions shows
transparency and that you, as a leader, can
be subject to human error but can also
correct your mistakes and make selfimprovements. Whenever a leader owns up
to their mistakes and makes necessary
corrections, followers will learn from those
mistakes and be motivated to take
responsibility for their own actions.

In addition, a good leader should be
willing to step up to the plate and take
14

Every organization must have a

other. There is always someone watching us

leader or a leadership team in order for the

and wanting to be like us. We must aspire to

organization to function well. It is leadership

be a positive influence, a help, a motivator,

that holds everything together, somewhat of

or a good leader to someone else. By

a bonding agent. Whenever leaders in an

making those contributions to the human

organization neglect to provide good

race, we will make the world a much better

leadership by failing to take charge, failing

place.

to communicate and interact with people
respectfully, or show disregard or lack of

What Makes a Good Instructor in My
Eyes

concern to those who look up to them as

By: Lee Brown, Aikido 7th Kyu

leaders, not only would the leaders have

A good instructor should be very

failed, but the organization itself would be a

knowledgeable about a subject and

failure.

considered an expert in their field of study.
Being enthusiastic and passionate about
Therefore, it is important for each of

what they‟re doing when instructing is

us in our daily lives, regardless of the
important, otherwise credibility and motives
organization(s) we may represent (family,
may fall into question. Instructors should be
school, employer, business, etc.), that we
caring and empathetic for those that are
conduct ourselves in a manner that others
having trouble and should not be willing to
would want to follow us. We all are leaders
give up on those that fall behind. Being
in some way or another, even when we don‟t
flexible with the instruction and trying
think we are. We don‟t have to be wellsomething different might be an easier
known to be an inspiration, influence or
method for a student to understand, but there
leader to someone. People inspire each
should also be consistency with the
15

curriculum as well. The instruction should
have a positive and constructive outcome

Liam: A strong and good technique.
Showing good stances and kicks.

and not be negative in any way.

What else?

Having a sense of humor helps with
tense situations, but an instructor should also

He likes to teach. He shows people
how stances and punches work.

maintain a sense of professionalism.
Expectations or objectives shouldn‟t be
Prima enim regula est de ductu
difficult to understand and instruction
(First Rule of Leadership)
should be organized to make for less wasted

By: Brad DeVries, Aikido 5th Kyu

time and more efficiency and learning.

Plasticity: The ability to change and

Giving students an opportunity to practice

adapt, especially the ability of the central

new skills before moving forward helps with

nervous system to acquire alternative

retaining new material. Instructors should

pathways for sensory perception or motor

keep students engaged and motivate learning

skills.

with new enlightening experiences. They
Grace: generosity of spirit: a capacity to
should also be approachable and available
tolerate, accommodate, or forgive people.
for answering questions if anything that was
presented didn‟t come across clearly.

“Improvise. Adapt. Overcome.” –Gunny
Highway, 1986.

What Makes a Good Instructor?
By: Liam Elliott, Age 5, 7th Gup Tang
Soo Do
Liam what do you think makes a
good karate instructor?

“Regard your soldiers (students) as your
children, and they will follow you into the
deepest valleys; look upon them as your
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own beloved sons, and they will stand by

taught, while excluding the 20% out of norm

you even unto death” –Sun Tzu, 500 BC

percentage. As a culture, we are programed

I believe the first rule of leadership
(Sensei-ship) is graceful plasticity. Meaning
that a Sensei should incessantly strive to

with this form of “teaching” from childhood.
Teaching to 100% is always better and it
takes a true Sensei to step “Out-of-the-Box.”

adapt teaching methods to accommodate

Improvise- account for individual student

specific individual student needs - perceived

needs, including abilities and disabilities, as

and unperceived- for studying the art. This is

many as possible.

no easy task; taking into account the
individual needs for each and every student

Adapt- 1) change, adjust, modify and
readjust 2) implement 3) evaluate 4) repeat.

you teach. Allowing for a student‟s spiritual,
intellectual, physical and emotional
placement to be accounted for. In addition,
matching corresponding teaching methods to
individual learning styles -1) spatial 2)
auditory 3) linguistic 4) kinesthetic 5)
mathematical 6) interpersonal 7)
intrapersonal- will enhance training and
memorization.

Overcome- “The essential thing is action.
Action has three stages: the decision born of
thought, the order or preparation for
execution, and the execution itself. All three
stages are governed by the will. The will is
rooted in character, and the man (or woman)
of action character is of more critical
importance than intellect. Intellect without
will is worthless, will without intellect is

One common teaching practice is the

dangerous.” – Hans von Seeckt, 1903.

80/20 approach. This is teaching to the mean
80% norm of the population, from a
standard bell curve, of the classes being

Von Seeckt summarizes the point of willful
action, with character, is superior to intellect
17

or intelligence. Essentially, try new ways,

several traits that need to be looked at to

methods and approaches, evaluate, revise

answer this question; experience,

and implement in an ever-continuous cycle.

personality, an in-depth understanding of

Ever growing, and not falling into

your chosen Martial art, a nice person, a

complacency.

strict person, and on and on. Really there is

In conclusion, “Never be satisfied,”
Richard Marcinko, 1997. Continuingly
honing one‟s craft is the essence of living in

no one way to categorize what makes a good
Sensei. So I‟ll break down my thoughts on
the matter.

the “now.” “For an enduring organization

A good Sensei needs to be a

(Sensei) there is no finite end state, only a

confident master of his chosen Martial art.

journey – always becoming, never being.”

No one will respect or study under a Sensei

Gordon R. Sullivan, 1990. Every quote and

who can‟t perform the techniques of his Art,

thought for improving a Sensei can and

or is uncertain of his own ability to perform

should apply to the student. Graceful

the techniques. A good Sensei has to have

plasticity is the responsibility of the student.

the ability to calmly speak in front of his

Together, Sensei and student(s), applying

students, and keep his calm while

graceful plasticity can continually strive to

demonstrating the techniques. A good

improve the art, each other and contribute to

Sensei needs to have the understanding of

the improvement of the human race.

his art so that he is able to explain the

What Makes a Good Sensei?
By: Jake Paugh, Aikido 6th Kyu
So, the question has been asked,
“What makes a good Sensei?” There are

function and implementation of the
techniques in multiple ways so that all
students are able to understand what they are
being shown or taught.
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A good Sensei must be tough, but

the traditions and heritage are upheld as he

fair to all of his students regardless of his

passes them on, even though times and

opinion of that student. Sensei‟s will

people are constantly changing.

encounter a wide range of students, from
those who just want to learn a few bar fight

A Good Instructor
By: Dauphin Williams, Aikido 7th Kyu

tricks, to the students that will stay study
under the Sensei until life takes them out of

What makes a good instructor to me is a

reach and everyone in between. Within

couple of things. Instructors who have

every Dojo, the Sensei is the person who is

studied for multiple years and not just what I

solely responsible for passing down the

call "YMCA" instructors. I believe that you

teachings from his master, his master‟s

cannot become an instructor overnight. It

master and so forth. The Sensei bears the

take years of hard work and dedication, as

burden of passing on to his students the

well as being humble and subservient to

history and traditions of his chosen Martial

YOUR instructor much like the saying,

art. Without this knowledge there is no art,

"You cannot be a good leader unless you

you are left with is nothing more than empty

were a good follower." A hunger to learn

movements that cannot be passed on to

more. Sensei Miller continually learns

further generations. A kin to many of the

about the history of his discipline and gains

MMA schools that are becoming popular

understanding from other disciplines as well.

these days.

Sensei keeps in contact with HIS instructors

At the end of the day a good Sensei
has to understand the path he took to get
where he currently is and ensure that all of

which reinforces HIS style of training. I see
a lot of HIS Sensei's teaching style in his. A
good instructor puts his discipline above his
pride and deserves the respect he gives out.
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Much like a singer or musician, you can tell

you could do, and people that have done

if the artist is not putting his heart into his

things you‟d never have imagined doing

art. When that happens you get a subpar

yourself. These are people that are looked up

product. Lastly, I believe a good instructor

to for guidance, looked at for support, or

is as good as those he surrounds his art with.

striven to be like. These are people who

If you have wolves in sheep's clothing and

lead, don‟t bring others down, or deter from

cannot depend or trust those that you

their goals. People who listen, love, and act.

instruct, or train beside, then there will be

What really makes those people who they

conflict. Now these are just my opinions

are though?

however, I have known Sensei for about 20
years and can honestly say that he
encompasses these positive aspects.

Someone like Batman would fit the
role I‟d like to think. Even though fictional,
he is always prepared and very well

What makes a great teacher?

organized. In the episode “Tower of Babel”,

By: Roger Padgett, Aikido 2nd Kyu

we were shown just how evident that really

Whenever you think of a hero what
do you imagine? For a lot of us I‟d like to
think we imagine someone along the lines of
a superhero. There is definitely something
about that word hero that brings us to think
of people who have achieved extraordinary
feats. Those of which could and do include
real people and situations as well as fictional
ones. People who‟ve done things you wish

is. In the event that his team members turned
on him, Batman kept data on how to render
each of them useless to the point of near
death. When enemies got ahold of the
information, he was quick with a counter
measure to save everyone. He is a master of
subject matter, fixing the auto-piloting
system that Lucius Fox attempted to correct
and being able to use the arsenal of
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equipment he possesses. He‟s extremely

in the room to provide an answer. All

adaptable. In the episode “Blind as a Bat”,

teachers can learn from their students.

Batman suffers from the loss of his sight
after an explosion. He creates a sensor that

“Truly wonderful the mind of a child
is.” - Yoda

connects to his brain to allow him to view
infrared images transmitted through the

King Leonidas isn‟t fictional though.
His stories of leadership, intelligence, and

device.

strength are all true. The same can be said
“It's not who I am underneath, but
what I do that defines me.” - Batman
Yoda is another great fictional hero.

for Joan of Arc, Chief Crazy Horse,
Desmond Tutu, Emiliano Zapata, Chief
Joseph, or Marcus Aurelius. Real people

Setting a higher expectation for his students

doing extraordinary feats. But there are

than they did. When Luke retorts, “I don‟t

always those that aren‟t mentioned, don‟t

believe it,” after seeing Yoda pull the X-

become famous, and certainly aren‟t set in

Wing from the swamp, Yoda says, “That is

stone in our history. People who aren‟t

why you fail.” Never letting his flaws (size)

normally considered warriors or keepers of

stop him from progressing, he made sure

the peace.

that others never felt as though they couldn‟t
do something because of their flaws. He
always engaged his students in ways that
made them think, made them question, and
even encouraged them to predict what would
happen next. When Obi-wan sought help in

While Batman or Leonidas might be
someone who we‟ll remember or have first
come to mind because of their stature, what
about those that taught them? What about
the people that taught you? I wonder if the
same people who achieved such great

finding Kamino, Yoda turns to the children
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heights, could have done that without having

people pass the AP Calculus program. He

been influenced by a teacher. I know I

was awarded the Presidential Medal for

certainly wouldn‟t be where I am without

Excellence in Education.

having that type of influence in my life.
There are a few notable ones I can think of
for myself that are such amazing people.
What makes them so great though?
If it weren‟t for Anne Sullivan‟s

For me though, if it weren‟t for my
band teacher encouraging me to learn other
instruments than the one I had, my
expansion beyond one instrument would
have never taken place. Mr. Alsup was

ingenious idea to write letters on one palm

always really pleasant to be around. His

of Helen Keller‟s hand, while she touched

knowledge of music was astounding to me.

objects with the other, the breakthrough for

Whenever there was a question there was a

Helen would have never occurred and we

music book with an answer, and he always

would have never had such an inspiring

had an answer. I remember telling him I

writer, lecturer, and activist. William

wanted to switch from one instrument to

McGuffey, who had been appointed

another and he became so thrilled. He was

Professor of Languages at Miami University

on top of everything. Making sure the school

in Ohio at age 26, introduced a system of

had the budget for a new instrument, making

modern education materials that we still

sure he had the best books to send home

base how we learn off of today. In 1988 a

with me, and even suggesting exercises to

book and a movie were created based off of

do and books to read. When I told him I

Jaime Escalante‟s life as a teacher. His

found my dad‟s old guitar and was trying to

approach to math and higher education in a

learn, Mr. Alsup told me he‟d have

drill-sergeant style manner helped many

something for me by the end of the day. Just
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as he had said, he had a guitar book ready

A great teacher has all of the

and waiting as I came walking by his class

qualities of a warrior and a peacekeeper. At

on the way to the buses. I was so excited to

the same time being able to not only lead but

have gotten that book that I learned

teach others how to do so. They‟re

everything in it within two weeks. He

engaging; getting their students to look at

encouraged me to learn other instruments, as

what‟s in front of them and question it.

well as had a determination to see his

Motivating with varied, lively approaches.

students excel at music and their goals. Mr.

They are masters of their subject matter.

Alsup was always smiling. He gave his

Knowing how to do something is one level

students the best curriculums in which he

of understanding. Showing someone else

had comprehensive knowledge of the

how to do something is a whole other level

subject matter, and was not only skilled at

of understanding. Presenting material in an

actually playing each instrument, but was

enthusiastic manner, to instill a lust for

skilled at showing his students how to play

knowledge in their students to learn more.

the instruments. Mr. Alsup was even very

They are flexible, able to multitask, and

forgiving, quickly put incidents behind him

have the ability to adapt. Empathetic to their

and tried to find the best in the situation

student‟s needs, wants, and fears. They

even if it wasn‟t that great of one. He never

recognize when students have an issue

put anyone down or made them feel less of a

outside of the class, making necessary

person. Always full of tips and tricks, he

adjustments to help them through the issues.

demonstrated that he cared about us and our

Never speaking ill of others, a joy to be

futures, and shared his passion and love for

around, and always encouraging to go that

music with everyone.

extra mile. They are lifelong learners who
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continue to improve themselves in their

brilliant teachers, but with gratitude to those

crafts, and accept that there‟s always more

who touched our human feelings. The

to learn. Whether that be by experience,

curriculum is so much necessary raw

another teacher, or by their own students.

material, but warmth is the vital element for

Their teaching is reinforced by a vision of

the growing plant and for the soul of the

their students achieving greater milestones

child.” – Carl Jung

than they have, and is reflected in what is
said and more importantly by what is done.
They hold themselves to the same

Tang Soo Do
By: Randal Imlah, Age 7, Tang Soo Do 6th
Gup
You have to earn your last belt and

expectations, limitations, and standards as
learn a lot to be an instructor. You have to
they set for their students. They are creative,
teach in a good way by being nice, strict,
dedicated and determined.
and have fun. You have to give your best
A great teacher is fearless.
Approaching the unknown and trying and
implementing new strategies, even if that
means they‟ll receive criticism or scrutiny.
They are willing to try anything within

and work hard to be an instructor and
practice, show up on time, and wear your
uniform correctly. You want to help others
learn. You sometimes have to choose karate
over fun things you want to do.

reasonable parameters to reach their students
Tang Soo Do
on a level in which they excel. They are
By: Koson Casey, Age 9, Tang Soo Do 6th
willing to defend their approaches to
Gup
education, their crafts, and their students.
There are a few things to me that make a
Most importantly, they are heroes.
“One looks back with appreciation to the

good instructor. I think an instructor needs
to have patience so students can get used to
24

what they're learning. Instructors should

are going up against. A good Sabom is a

make learning fun so we're not bored. An

good leader.

instructor should teach discipline but not
always in a harsh way. I think instructors
should let us do contact training so we know
what we're facing. Instructors should be long
time students from their instructors so they
know what they're doing. Instructors should
be strong physically and mentally. Clearly
this is my opinion of what makes a good
instructor.

What Makes a Good Sensei?
By: Matthew Nunnery, Aikido 6th Kyu
In this report I will discuss those that
have chosen to teach others; specifically, I
will discuss what makes a good sensei.
There are far too many traits and mindsets
that could possibly be beneficial for
teachers; I cannot include even a small
portion in this paper. I can, however,

Tang Soo Do

include some of those that I have observed

By: Tywon Casey, Age 7, Tang Soo Do 6th

in quality Sensei (in the academic world, as

Gup

well as in a Dojo) throughout my life. First,

These are things that I think make a

putting care and patience into one‟s lessons.

good Sabom. Sabom's should teach their

Second, legitimately attempting to teach, as

students discipline and self-defense. They

opposed to a halfhearted, hands off

should make learning karate fun. They

approach. Third, and this one is very

should go low-speed instead of going fast.

important, actual knowledge and experience

They should be patient with students that

in what you are teaching.

don't know the forms. I like a Sabom that
lets us break boards, so we know what we

A Sensei without patience will not be
successful, and will only become frustrated.
Different students have different levels of
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ability, and some students will learn faster

willing to put forth the required effort to

than others. Often, certain students require

teach. I have been fortunate in this regard; I

more effort than others. This does not mean

am in a quality Dojo, and I am in a quality

that they are incapable of learning.

academic program.

I have met a small number of
teachers that do not put forth the required
effort to teach. In these cases, only students

Those Who Can…
By: Eric Lustig, Aikido 4th Kyu
In education, there is an old adage

that are capable of teaching themselves will

that says “Those who can‟t do, teach.” This

see any improvement. These teachers prefer

implies that people who are unsuccessful in

to coast throughout the day, doing as little as

industry or business seek out a career in

possible. A quality teacher is not lazy, and

education as an alternative. As an educator,

because of this, tends to have a better effect

I find an absence of compliment in this

on their students.

statement. There currently is an incredible
level of accountability in teachers. That is a

One would expect that a Sensei
difficult scenario given the battle we face
would be knowledgeable in the subject that
with cell phones, bullies, spoiled and
they are teaching, and would have
enabled children, and a general resentment
experience with that subject. A teacher that
from the political arena.
is only reading out of a book, and does not
have a solid grasp of the subject should not
be in a position to pass on any knowledge.

Personally, I prefer to consider a
teacher not only one who “can do,” but also
one who can teach. Knowing mathematics is

In conclusion, a Sensei should be
only the first step in a series of leaps and
patient and knowledgeable, and should be
bounds. Knowing how to teach is the next.
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However, the most important aspect in

demonstrate? According to Bloom, these

educating is comprehending how people

people are very low on the comprehension

learn.

level. Remembering a technique is very far
In the science of cognitive

development, there is a theory called
“Bloom‟s Taxonomy.” No, it has nothing to
do with the stuffing and preservation of fish
and game, but has everything to do with the
comprehension of subject matter and
material. I cannot feasibly describe Bloom‟s
theory in a ten-page paper, let alone a onepage. In a nutshell, Bloom describes levels

from really knowing how to do it:
particularly under the pressure of a testing
situation. In fact, even at the
“understanding” level, a practitioner would
face this very situation. Best case, he or she
is able to perform in a testing situation after
achieving the “applying” level of
comprehension.
So if we are to comprehend at the

of learning comprehension that explain

highest levels in Bloom‟s Taxonomy, how

dilemmas we face in a learning

then is a teacher supposed to teach?

environment.

Homework is far misunderstood. In fact, it

Basically speaking, there are three
lower levels of comprehension:
remembering, understanding, and applying.
Ever stood there during testing with a mind
that has gone completely blank? Only
afterward wondering why you were unable
to think of any of the 12 or so versions of
the technique you were asked to

can be counter-productive. One of the most
difficult things to undo is a poor or incorrect
habit that is formed outside of a classroom
setting. This is not to suggest that we should
not study Aikido outside of the classroom,
but that those concepts that we do study at
home we already comprehend at a higher
level of comprehension.
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The key is learning, practicing, and

observations followed by practicing of

repeating to the degree that some of the

techniques. One cannot be expected to

small nuances in Aikido technique begin to

demonstrate these levels without proper

appear big. For example, the placement of

training and education. I can easily relate

the thumb in respect to uke‟s elbow in ikkio,

the absence of these levels in my own

or the positioning of nage‟s center to uke‟s

testing experiences. To “create” one would

when applying nikkio. But none of these can

be able to perform techniques without

be comprehended upon first practicing the

thinking, planning, or cramming. They

techniques. These, and all other subtle

would respond to muscle memory at the

nuances are discovered through repetition

moment the name of technique is

and reinforcement from the teacher.

pronounced. To analyze, they would be able

Learning is a scaffolding process. Much like

to perform techniques ad-lib, efficiently and

climbing a ladder. One does not start at the

effectively. To evaluate, one would be able

top, but must master each step on the way.

to identify their own errors while attempting

One does not learn to run first, but follows a

to demonstrate a technique, unsuccessfully.

process of rolling over, to crawling, to
walking, to eventually running.
The higher levels of comprehension

Much like my experiences in
learning mathematics, Aikido is
comprehended step-by-step. I often tell my

in Bloom‟s Taxonomy are evaluate, analyze,

students that they will not comprehend

and create. In the case of math, computer

arithmetic until they learn Pre-Algebra.

programming, or in this particular case,

They will not comprehend Pre-Algebra until

Aikido, one does not achieve a high level of

they learn Algebra. They will not

comprehension through one or two

comprehend Algebra until they learn
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Algebra 2. When I say “comprehend,” I am

Good teachers understand the

referring to “analyze, create, and evaluate,”

concepts and balance between criticism and

or in other words the higher levels on

positive reinforcement. I do not assign

Bloom‟s Taxonomy. When I say “learn,” I

homework to my student. As I stated earlier,

am obviously referring to the lower levels.

it is counter-productive. It builds bad habits

Being a teacher, I feel I can define
what a good teacher is. A good teacher
understands how people learn, and how to
bring them to the next level of
understanding. If a student does not
comprehend a technique, it does not
necessarily mean that they are lazy, stupid,
don‟t pay attention, etc. In most cases (not
all), it means they have not been brought to
the level the instructor is testing for. Hence,
a good teacher tests based on the levels they
have taught. A good teacher tests on what
the students should comprehend, not
something that has been demonstrated and

in the most struggling students; the ones
who need help the most. All work is in class
and a test is not given until they have had
hours of drill-and-kill opportunities and they
have been assessed in class. By the time I
give them the “test” they have already
essentially passed it in what appeared to
them to be regular daily practice. If there are
“surprises” on the test, I am confident that it
is material that they have already
demonstrated a high level of comprehension
so that they can apply, create, and evaluate
the concepts.
Teaching is difficult. In fact,

practiced once or twice, three months prior.

mastering Aikido is quite possibly the

And certainly not what an outside agency

easiest step in the process of becoming an

expects them to comprehend.

Aikido teacher. A good Aikido teacher has
not only studied Aikido, he or she has
29

already achieved the highest level in
Bloom‟s Taxonomy in the art. From there,
he or she must then study the Arts of

By: Samantha Joan Schottler, Aikido 1st
Kyu, Tang Soo Do, 2nd Gup
In order to be a good instructor, you

teaching and learning. They comprehend

also need to have good students. To me, the

how a student learns, what they are expected

two go hand in hand. If the students that you

to demonstrate, and how to remediate in the

are teaching are not open to learn and not

event that a student fails. They know how to

wanting to be or willing to be taught, then

motivate and reinforce a student who fails in

the student needs to change their mindset

the face of pressure and anxiety. Much like

and be willing to invite the training and

my profession, the title “teacher” does not

knowledge in.

mean that the person is effective. In the
Martial Arts world, the terms “Shihan,
Sensei, Sabom” also are no guarantees.

I believe an instructor should be
knowledgeable in the art(s) he or she
teaches. This knowledge that the instructor

There is a commitment to learning how to

should have, covers everything; physical,

teach that is crucial in being effective.

mental, history etc… As we all know,

I understand that the term Sensei

training in the Arts is not something that you

does not translate directly to teacher. But I

can learn and then stop applying one‟s self

see that as one of their main functions. After

to. For example: “L3” in Tang Soo Do or

all, if a Sensei/Shihan/Sabom/etc. cannot

“Kata Ikkyo” in Aikido are some of the first

bring proper teaching techniques to the

things that you learn. When you move up in

Dojo/Dojang, then what else is their

rank, and are learning new things, this does

purpose?

not mean you can forget what you have
learned already. You still need to have your

Instructor/Student
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knowledge of the basics and keep studying.

the students feel comfortable speaking with

To be in the correct mental state, you have to

the instructor whether it be in private or in

check your bags at the door. That means,

front of the class. Communication is very

don‟t bring your problems with you when

important in all aspects of life but if you are

you teach/train (this one also applies to

an instructor you have to be able to talk to

instructor and student). We all know this is a

any existing, previous or prospective

hard one because life loves getting in the

students as well as other instructors. As an

way, but you will be able to teach/train and

instructor, you also need to make sure you

learn with an open mind. If the instructor is

are training every day. Now it does not need

not clear on the history of the art, how can

to be just the physical aspects but any

they be expected to train correctly

aspects of the art. Without

themselves or to teach the students that are

instructors/teachers, there would be no

at the Dojo/Dojang to learn properly? It is

students/pupils. Without students/pupils,

always very important to know the history

there would be no instructors/teachers. This

of the art(s) you train so you know your

is why the two go hand in hand and why

lineage and where you come from. Being the

they both got mentioned in my paper.

instructor, it is your place to make sure
students are given the proper tools to learn
their history. Now again, once given the
proper tools, it is the responsibility of the
students to take time and study on their own.
The instructor and students should
also have a good rapport with each other so

10 Questions for The Black Belt
Committee
Answers By: Jesse Elliott, 3rd Dan
Tangsoology
1. While Sensei or Sabom may not
translate directly, they are both
synonymous with the term "teacher" in
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American culture. Aside from knowing

effective for learning, but hyungs are

the art, what do you know about how we

sometimes too long for repetitive learning to

learn that helps you teach? –Eric-San

work. When they are broken down into

To be sure, I am the least of the

segments, however, they can be learned

“teachers” having never had a school of my

through repetition much faster than by

own and only recently testing into the ranks.

simply repeating them in their entirety.

That being said I have actually taught much,

Even single technique can be learned more

both young and old, and many different

effectively this way. I have had students

ranks. I think of teaching, perhaps

march in front stance, doing nothing else, to

surprisingly so, as an incredible learning

help them establish that aspect of low block.

experience for myself. I never really know

When learning a jumping or spinning

something well until after I have taught it.

technique, it can be very helpful to do just

Therefore, it is very effective to allow

the jump or just the spin repetitively before

students to teach their fellow students. This

adding the technique itself. This repetition

allows me to quickly learn whether they

gives the body muscle memory, even if

understand what they are teaching or not.

temporarily, so the mind can focus on

One way to learn or to improve is actually to

integrating the whole thing together.

teach, though this must always be done

2. As a new Tang Soo Do student, I

humbly, with readiness to be corrected even

am curious to know when each of you

perhaps by the one you are teaching!

recognized that defining moment between

Something else I understand about

just having an interest in Martial Arts,

learning is how effective repetition is.

and realizing that you had passion and

Marching is explicitly repetitive, and very

determination enough to drive you all the
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way to your current ranks. – Mrs. Casey
I started training in Tang Soo Do

San
Currently my biggest difficulty is

when I was 10 years old. Then it was

having time to train. I can only make it to

something to do after school with friends,

the studio once a week on a regular basis,

and my parents thought it would be good for

and it is very difficult to progress at that

me. I struggled for the first two years or so,

rate. Training at home or in my head helps,

being so small, especially with board

but nothing can take the place of training at

breaking and sparring. But when I began

the Dojang. The thing about difficulties is

actively training toward black belt, I felt

that they are not easy to overcome, and

different. We were to be the first black belt

sometimes they must be accepted for a time.

class of the school, and many had dropped

At this time in my life I must be content

out along the way. I trained very hard for

with less training, and look forward to when

that day, and for the first time I broke every

I can train more.

board on the first try. The training period

4. Do you feel that the current

for black belt is often a turning point. When

generation of students will be able to

black belt is in sight, people tend to really

adequately carry forward the traditions

become serious. After that, teaching

of the Martial art(s) that you

becomes a larger and larger part of your

train/instruct? In training students now,

training, and you really start to own it.

do you think your Sensei/Sabom was too

3. Which aspects of Aikido/Tang
Soo Do, do you find most difficult? Please

harsh? –Jake-San
This is a very hard thing to answer,

explain how you overcome these

however I have seen some very encouraging

difficulties? Please be specific. – Breia-

things among the students at our school.
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Many come and go, it is true, but I have seen

indeed the case. Black Belt simply confirms

the qualities in several students that are

that you are ready to really start training. It

necessary to carry on the traditions to the

is an accomplishment to be sure, but it truly

next generation. I think that our school is

is just the start.

one among a very few that fosters these

6. You have all trained for many

qualities. Most schools out there are

years in Tang Soo Do, Aikido or both. As

marketing machines, and they don‟t stand a

instructors and Dan ranks, when you

chance. That‟s not to say that they won‟t be

were coming up through the ranks, what

successful at bringing in lots of students. It

would you say was the biggest struggle or

is to say that they will not be successful at

struggles you had before reaching your

carrying forward the ancient traditions of the

Dan rank? –Samantha-San

Martial Arts. It requires a great humility,

Before reaching Dan rank my

self-discipline, and self-confidence. Strive

biggest struggle was with confidence. As I

for those things.

mentioned earlier, I was very small, which

Concerning past training being too

made it easy to push me around in sparring.

“harsh”, I think that is for the most part

Also, I got it in my head sometime along the

impossible. Hard things grow character, and

way that I couldn‟t break boards. These two

character feeds and fills out life.

things especially broke down my confidence

5. What does it mean to you to be a
black belt?-Miss Walck
I remember having just received my

and made everything else much more
difficult and slow in coming. I learned more
slowly and improved more slowly than I

Black Belt -- I felt like my training was just

should have. Confidence is an amazing

beginning. I have since seen that that was

catalyst for learning. It seems backwards
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that you need confidence to learn something.

were. You will get discouraged, and

It would seem that you would gain

frustrated. Sometimes you will feel unfairly

confidence as you become more familiar

beat up by the instructor. All of these things

with something, and that is true, but if you

build character if you persevere. They foster

are confident that you can learn it in the first

discontentment if you quit. I can think of no

place, it will come much more quickly to

personality or physical traits that will

you. Once I attained Dan rank, I regained

guarantee achieving Dan rank, however I

confidence, and my technique and skill

can also think of no personality or physical

improved quickly as a result.

traits that cannot be overcome by

7. What personality and physical
traits have you seen that help a student

perseverance on the journey to Dan rank.
8. There are required

achieve black belt (Dan rank) status? –

forms/techniques for us to know at each

Laura-San

level or rank of the Arts. Are all of the

The first thing I thought of when I

forms/techniques integrated into one final

read this question was perseverance. Some

form/technique or are they just all

people have great physical talent, and many

separate? -Mrs. Gunter

of these people drop out. Some people have

Here I think a metaphor might help.

great energy and drive at the beginning, but

All forms and techniques aren't incorporated

this will often peter out along the way. It is

into one final all-encompassing form, but

the one who perseveres to the end that wins

you mustn‟t think of them as all separate

the prize, like the proverbial tortoise. There

either. Many of the lower forms do find their

will be many times when you will feel bored

place as pArts of higher forms. Think of it

with where you are at -- stuck in a rut as it

like the body with many pArts and
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functions. A finger is not an elbow, but they

that you don‟t normally hear. You can do

are both part of the arm, which itself is part

this type of exercise with any of the senses

of the body. The body is one whole entity,

by focusing exclusively on one of them. But

although it is arguable that even the body is

this will only improve the senses

part of a larger humanity. All of your

themselves. The other component is how

techniques and forms are part of one entity,

the senses are interpreted by the brain. If

which is not represented by a single form,

you can control that, you will be far beyond

but rather a single, whole and complete Art.

even someone with very keen senses. But

9. What are simple exercises you

that takes very much time and practice.

can do at home to strengthen your

Imagine being in a very noisy place full of

nervous system's external sensitivity and

movement, and then trying to focus your

in what ways do those exercises help? –

other senses and even control what to focus

Amber-San

on amidst the noise, that is a very difficult

This question was not immediately
clear to me. When I read, “your nervous

thing indeed. It takes poise, concentration,
calmness, confidence -- and it takes practice.

system‟s external sensitivity,” I thought of

10. When faced with a situation,

the five senses. Perhaps this was the intent

whether that be physical or mental,

of the question, perhaps not, but I will make

involving another person or self, how do

that assumption in my answer. There are

you know the avenue you’ve chosen was

ways to increase the keenness of each of the

the correct one to take? Please explain

senses. For example, sit in a quiet, dark

how you’ve come to the conclusion that

room with nothing to taste or smell, close

what you’ve done or said is just. –Roger-

your eyes and listen. You will hear things

San
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The only way to know this with

avenue you‟ve chosen is right is to have a

certainty is to have all knowledge for all

strong moral authority. For me personally,

time. Omniscience is not known to be a

that is the Bible.

human trait, so barring being God, I don‟t
think we can know with certainty that our

10 Questions for The Black Belt

choices are correct or even just. But I think

Committee

you are asking how we can feel good about

Answered By: Jude Miller Sabom-

the choices we make -- how can we feel

nim/Sensei, 5th Dan Tangsoology/3rd Dan

confident about the choices we make. For

Aikido – Head Instructor: The Center for

that we must first have a moral code. We

Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies – COS

must study that code and internalize it so
that it affects our thinking and guides us.
All people are inconsistent within
themselves because most of our decision
making is based on experience. If we can
shift that so that our decision making is
based on a consistent and thoughtful
morality, we would at least then have a

1. While Sensei or Sabom may not
translate directly, they are both
synonymous with the term
"teacher" in American
culture. Aside from knowing the
art, what do you know about how
we learn that helps you teach? –
Eric-San

chance at being more consistent. People
tend to be much less confident about their

Eric-San,

decisions when don‟t have a solid authority.

My instructor, Sabom-nim/Sensei Vernon

Authority gives structure, and structure

Medeiros, always told me what he learned

gives confidence. The best way to know the

from his instructor, Grand Master Jong H.
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Lee, which is that Master Lee always gave

my approach in this same traditional way.

students what they needed, and not always

Each student is different, and a teacher

what they wanted. Master Mahon also told

cannot use a cookie cutter approach in

me that Master Lee knew how to motivate

teaching (being a teacher, you already know

each individual. He told of a time Master

this, Eric-San). Some students will just have

Lee came up to him in a tournament, and

to put extra work in on physical aspects,

told him simply “Don‟t lose.” That was

while others will need to spend more time

enough to light a fire under Master Mahon.

developing their minds. No two people are

Master Mahon stated that Master Lee always

alike in this regard. Successes and failures

knew his students. Accounting for different

come at different rates for everyone in any

personalities, life circumstances, talents,

pursuit in life. This holds true in the Martial

every student is different. Perhaps this is

Arts.

why Master Lee required writings for his
students; it was a way for him to get to know
his students as individuals, and by doing so,
he was able to more effectively give them
what they needed.

2. As a new Tang Soo Do student, I
am curious to know when each of
you recognized that defining
moment between just having an
interest in Martial Arts, and

For me personally, all I can say is that I

realizing that you had passion and

know what I was taught in this regard. My

determination enough to drive you

instructor has unique ways to motivate

all the way to your current ranks.

students to give them what they need. I

– Mrs. Casey

have observed his methods for close to 20

Mrs. Casey,

years now, and I like to think that I model
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This is an interesting and difficult question.

that I would truly learn the deeper levels of

The reason I began to train Martial Arts was

being a Yudanja/Yudansha from my current

because I was bullied as a child. I recall the

instructor, Sabom-nim/Sensei Vernon

feeling of being so tired of living in fear

Medeiros.

from day-to-day, and recognized the Martial
Arts as a means of empowerment for

I cannot honestly say that there was a point
that I knew that I had a passion to drive me

whatever reason my child brain concocted. I
wasn‟t interested in fighting, although I was
interested in being able to defend myself
while projecting the attitude of wanting to
be left alone by negative people. I knew for
this to happen, I would need to obtain at
least a black belt, so I knew that from my

to my current rank. I just always enjoyed
training and never saw a need or a desire to
quit. The more I train, the more rank
becomes less of a goal and more of a
reminder of what the Arts stand for and how
I must represent this. Rank is more of an
evolution, or a reflection of development.

th

very first day of karate back on April 6 ,

Rank is not the reason I train Martial Arts.

1993, I would work my way to black belt.
3. Which aspects of Aikido/Tang Soo
At the time, I had no idea what a black belt
entailed. I just knew that it was a goal that I
could achieve and that involved a high level
of physical skill. I also knew that there was

Do, do you find most difficult?
Please explain how you overcome
these difficulties? Please be
specific. – Breia-San

an accepted notoriety that accompanied a
“black belt” in common society. Everyone

Breia-San,

just knew that a black belt is not a person to

Well, everything about the Martial Arts has

mess with! It wasn‟t until a few years later

been difficult for me! Everything from the
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physical training, to the learning of a foreign

would take a lot of hard work, although I did

culture and line of thinking, to the actual

not fully understand at what level.

application of the Arts in everyday
situations, to the daily practice of the Arts is
difficult. Those are only a few aspects, but
the truth is, it‟s all hard! But that is what
gives the entire pursuit value. Anyone who
trains in Martial Arts for any length of time
comes to understand that there are times of
struggle, sacrifice and doubt. These are the
difficulties of any pursuit in life, really.

People have a funny way of obtaining what
they truly desire. Part of the system‟s
greatest trick is confusing or distracting the
population for deciding what it is that they
truly want, constantly keeping us in a
consumer, debt-driven limbo. What I have
observed about my training in the Martial
Arts, and the universe in general, is that the
training tends to bring your issues to the

To overcome difficulties, there are many

surface so that you have to deal with them.

approaches. Some people can just

The universe has a funny way of making

stubbornly and blindly charge forward at all

you face your fears. I believe this is part of

costs. Some engage in self-reflection and

the Reverence for Nature tenant of

come to understand what they truly want in

Tangsoology.

life, and accept the sacrifices it will take for
them to achieve their goals. Others still can
“walk between the raindrops” and kind of
luck their way through things. Personally, I
view myself more of the second variety. At
some point, I decided that I really wanted to
do Martial Arts, and understood that it

4. Do you feel that the current
generation of students will be able
to adequately carry forward the
traditions of the Martial art(s) that
you train/instruct? In training
students now, do you think your
Sensei/Sabom was too harsh? –
40

Jake-San
Jake-San,
I hope the next generation going forward is
able to carry the Arts on. I am also
optimistic of this since I stand in front of a
class and attempt to teach these Arts. If it
was a lost cause, I„m not so sure I‟d be so
optimistic about teaching.

instant access engaged your curiosity and
thought.
Today, too many people are looking down at
their screens and are just overwhelmed with
information; most of it being either
entertainment or “news” designed to instill
fear. How many people can pull their head
up, look at the world around them, decide
for themselves what they would like to

Part of the problem arises from the free
access of information. Anyone can look up
“Aikido” and “Tang Soo Do” on YouTube
and gain some small margin of
understanding from what they see. Part of
the problem with this instant access to
LARGE stores of information is that people
tend to lose a sense of urgency in pursuing
knowledge, because they can just look it up
later. Before the internet, if you wanted
Martial Arts, you could go train at a local
school or watch Martial Arts movies.
Neither of these options was available 24/7
through a few key strokes. The lack of

pursue, and find their way into the Dojo to
train? How many of this group who are
young would be able to muster up the
resolve to pursue something higher and
more difficult than the convenience that is
readily available? I don‟t feel the numbers
are good at all. I feel that the number of
serious Martial artists will continue to
deteriorate as time marches on, partially
because the times don‟t call for it (although
the needs of the world do call for it) and
partially because the distractions that we as
a population are blasted with on a constant
and ongoing basis. Only the most sincere,
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aware and dedicated will rise to the

belt is that you know enough of the Art to

challenge of trying to further the Arts while

start developing yourself seriously and that

creating a better world for all to live in.

you can assist Gup ranked students in their

Now, to answer your other question, which
is do I think any my instructors were ever
too harsh. Personally, I do not. It is
important to remember that it is not an
instructor‟s job to give a student what they
want. An instructor must give a student
what they need. Most times, especially in
our current world of convenience and
idleness, a student must be moved out of

development. There is also the
understanding that the Dan ranked person is
expected to give back to the Art, as my
instructor has always said. Obtaining a
black belt in a given Art is a very important
event and a huge deal. It is an evolution and
it holds significance for not only the student
who earns it, but also the school, the
instructor, and the Art.

their comfort zone in order to develop.

Dan ranking is the beginning of the journey.

These comfort zones can be physical,

I one time read a memo on the bulletin

mental, intellectual, spiritual, etc. It is an

board at Boulder Aikikai. Ikeda Sensei had

instructor‟s job to recognize where a student

posted a note saying that “Shodan is when

must be prodded and made aware in order

an individual is no longer a guest in the

for them to develop in the Art appropriately.

Dojo. Shodan is when an individual

5. What does it mean to you to be a
black belt?-Miss Walck
Miss. Walck,

becomes an actual student.” Those words
have always resonated with me.
6. You have all trained for many
years in Tang Soo Do, Aikido or

The most basic explanation of being a black

both. As instructors and Dan
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ranks, when you were coming up

simply coming to the Dojo to train!

through the ranks, what would you

Sometimes as a Martial artist, this is still a

say was the biggest struggle or

struggle. When life has you down or you

struggles you had before reaching

are experiencing a crisis, my teacher would

your Dan rank? –Samantha-San

always say that is the best time to train.

Samantha-San,
This is a difficult and big question to
answer! The biggest struggles in the Martial
Arts are sometimes the struggles of life in
general. I can‟t recall or designate one
struggle as the biggest in my development,
especially before reaching Dan rank.
Recalling that I was a teenager before
receiving my first Dan rank (Age 17), I
would say that my own youth and
inexperience at life were definitely
struggles. The lure of youth and friends and
girls and teenage life in general were
difficult to overcome to come to class
sometimes.
As a beginner in the Martial Arts, the
biggest struggle for people seems to be

Also, beginners often face physical and
emotional struggles that are unique to their
position before Dan rank. There is not being
physically coordinated, lacking
understanding, overcoming feelings of
worthlessness, lack of patience, etc. These
are things that I encountered as a Kyu/Gup
ranked individual. As I mentioned in an
earlier response, I started training because I
lived in fear of being bullied. Patience was
a huge issue for me, because I wanted to be
skilled YESTERDAY. This led to struggles
with overtraining, and I was often injured as
a result. I tried to take too much on too
soon.
My struggles over the years as a Martial
artist have changed over the years. I seem to
recall my many in-depth dealings with
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dishonest people who claimed to be Martial

Anyone who wants to make the necessary

artists and good people as a significant

sacrifices and put the work in can earn a

struggle. Granted, these mostly occurred

black belt. With that being said, I believe

after I received my Dan rank, but there

people develop their personality and

never has and never will be a shortage of

physical traits the more they train, so a

dishonest individuals in this world.

starting “trait” may not be the same 4 years

Sometimes the struggle is because of our
own ego and conceits. This is true both
before and after Dan rank. Struggles come
in many different forms for many different
people, and they will always be present in

down the road. Traits such as honesty,
integrity, humility, sincerity, dedication and
perseverance all help in developing the self
in Martial Arts. These traits are developed
through the training.

some form. It‟s best to approach life‟s many

Now, I say all of this in regards to the

struggles from a centered state of being

standard that we hold for our school. There

while extending strong ki.

are countless standards for the countless

7. What personality and physical
traits have you seen that help a
student achieve black belt (Dan
rank) status? –Laura-San

Martial Arts schools, traditions, systems,
styles, organizations, associations,
federations, etc. Some schools are fine with
their students treating the Dojo like a gym
and coming when they feel like it. Some

Laura-san,

schools are glad to let you “buy” a black

I don‟t believe that there is one specific

belt, and just wait a time in grade. Some

personality or physical trait that helps to

schools demand much more. Some schools

ensure that a student can reach black belt.

are traditional. Some schools are not.
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Taking all of this into account, the “traits”

practitioners to develop the body and

that would be favorable could change.

explore Martial concepts and applications.

8. There are required
forms/techniques for us to know at
each level or rank of the Arts. Are
all of the forms/techniques

So in this sense, the answer to your question
is “yes”, as all of the forms and techniques
are integrated into the final forms called
Tang Soo Do and Tangsoology.

integrated into one final

It is important to remember that the physical

form/technique or are they just all

elements of forms and technique training are

separate? -Mrs. Gunter

only a portion of one‟s overall development

Mrs. Gunter,

in the Art of Tang Soo Do/Tangsoology.
There are the mental, intellectual and

In the sense that I believe you‟re thinking
about, the answer is no. There is not one
overall encompassing formalized form that
is made up of the sum of all the other forms
and techniques. Each form and technique is
a separate experience in and of itself.
However, my teacher always told me that
“We train form to break away from it.” In
this sense, each form and technique is not
separate, but part of the greater whole that
makes up the Art we call Tang Soo Do. The

spiritual aspects to consider as well.
Without all of these elements being taken
into consideration, the “Art” we are
practicing ceases to be true Tang Soo
Do/Tangsoology. Many schools focus on
only the physical principles of the Martial
Arts. I would consider these practitioners to
be of the Martial science school more than
anything. The Martial Arts demand more of
the practitioner, but the overall experience is
far more rewarding and enriching.

forms and techniques allow us as
9. What are simple exercises you can
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do at home to strengthen your
nervous system's external
sensitivity and in what ways do
those exercises help? –Amber-San
Amber-San,
Any physical practice or training one does
will develop the nervous system. So it‟s my
understanding that you‟re asking what
exercise I do at home for my own Martial
physical development. Daily, I practice
various DaoYin and Qi Gong exercises. In
addition to developing the physical aspects
of the body, these help to develop the
mental, energy and spiritual aspects as well.
Other exercises I like to practice at home
include various forms of stretching, ki
movements, forms, calisthenics, etc.

relaxed manner, using proper breath.
10. When faced with a situation,
whether that be physical or
mental, involving another person
or self, how do you know the
avenue you’ve chosen was the
correct one to take? Please explain
how you’ve come to the conclusion
that what you’ve done or said is
just. –Roger-San
Roger-San,
There are many times that you won‟t know!
Your question is very broad in scope, and
the painful truth is that many times, you
won‟t necessarily choose the “just” course.
Wrong decisions are how we learn many
times. Besides that, the concept of “just” is

There are so many variations in which to do

relative. There are many people who do

these different exercises, there is really no

terrible things who justify their actions. The

opportunity to get bored. These all can be

reason I like the Martial Arts and the Asian

done hard, soft, fast, slow, mindfully, etc. I

perspective, as my teacher calls it, is that it

always attempt to do these exercises in a

takes into the account the well-being of the
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group over the desires of the individual.
I would say (keeping in mind that I have
only lived on this planet 34 years and trained
Martial Arts for only 22 years) you just have
to trust in your own center, training,
experience and conscience. When choosing
a certain course of action, many times it
requires patience to see how it plays out.
Sometimes you will need to make
adjustments on the fly. Sometimes you may
feel it‟s best to let things play out on their
own. Master Chen says do nothing, yet

constantly strives to learn from past
mistakes and demonstrates compassion for
others. And while it is of utmost importance
to recognize and tend to your own selfworth and needs, always consider putting
the greater good of society ahead of your
own wants.
Jude Miller
The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do
Studies |Sand Creek Tang Soo Do
Academy |Colorado Purple Mountain
Dojo/Dojang Association

leave nothing undone. I don‟t claim to fully
understand his meaning, but I believe he
means do your part, but don‟t interfere with
the natural course of things. The universe is
VERY good at self-sustaining itself. In
Tangsoology, this would be called
Reverence for Nature.
There is no “magic bullet” where you‟ll do
the right thing every time, no matter how
good your intentions are. The best we can
do is to have an open, sincere heart that
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students is individualized instruction. In the

Committee

old days, when you had basically a group of

Answered By: Scott Arnold

physical (often military) young men, you

1. While Sensei or Sabom may not

could just have everyone do the same thing.

translate directly, they are both

It was more of a “Sink or swim” mentality.

synonymous with the term

While there is certainly still a place for this

"teacher" in American

sort of whole group training today, I think

culture. Aside from knowing the

spending a little time with each student on

art, what do you know about how

their individual needs yields larger results in

we learn that helps you teach? –

the end.

Eric-San

One other important aspect I have learned

Well, like Eric-San, my day job is also as a

about teaching is to NOT overload young

teacher, but I had been teaching Martial Arts

students with details. Telling a student to

for years before getting my school teaching

“Strike at a 35 degree angle, making impact

license. As I was going through all of the

with the two back knuckles” will just get

teacher ed classes, I was frequently struck

you a blank stare. However, using Mr.

with things like “Oh! This will help me

Miller‟s phrase of “Pretend you are holding

teach forms!” or “This would not be

an ice cream cone. Offer it to them without

effective in Karate training.” In the end

spilling it.” is much more effective. Or, in

though, the main thing that I think we must

the most non-logic driven students, simply

do differently today with civilian and youth

grabbing their arm and moving it in the
correct manner works great.
2. As a new Tang Soo Do student, I
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am curious to know when each of

it is really in your heart, though, you will

you recognized that defining

always find your way back to it.

moment between just having an

3. Which aspects of Aikido/Tang Soo

interest in Martial Arts, and

Do, do you find most difficult?

realizing that you had passion and

Please explain how you overcome

determination enough to drive you

these difficulties? Please be

all the way to your current ranks.

specific. – Breia-San

– Mrs. Casey

As I get older and the injuries add up,

Very interesting question Mrs. Casey! I had

obviously all of the physical/dynamic stuff

ALWAYS been interested in training, but I

gets harder, but the hardest part for me has

did not have an opportunity to seriously start

always been finding balance in the ideals of

training until 1987. I guess the passion has

Martial Arts training. For example: It is

always been there, but the determination has

important to train hard to develop high

come and gone and come again over the

levels of skill, but if you train too hard, you

years. I honestly can say that I never really

can do permanent damage to yourself.

“Set a goal” for myself in Martial Arts. I

Also, while we are training to live a peaceful

simply like to train. However, it is perhaps

life, we must gain confidence to handle

my lack of goal setting that made it take 19

potentially violent confrontations. This

years for me to reach black belt rank. My

doesn‟t happen by sitting around hugging

advice on this topic, therefore, would be to

each other. We must put ourselves in

do be determined, but also realize that there

situations that make us get out of our

are natural ebbs and flows in life where

comfort zone. How do we do this, though,

sometimes things get shelved for a while. If

without unintentionally promoting violence?
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This is what keeps me up at night when I am

bastardize and deface the Arts because of

planning my lessons.

their lack of understanding or personal

4. Do you feel that the current

conceit. The trick is to find people who are

generation of students will be able

sharing something honest and valuable and

to adequately carry forward the

align ourselves with them.

traditions of the Martial art(s) that

No, I do not think any of my instructors

you train/instruct? In training

were too harsh for me, but I do think that a

students now, do you think your

lot of potentially fine Martial artists have

Sensei/Sabom was too harsh? –

left schools that I was a part of because the

Jake-San

instructors set too high of standards for

I have come to the conclusion that our

students who walked through the door.

commitment to tradition is twofold. First, we

Several people lurk in the back of my

must preserve what has been handed down

memory that I know left my school because

to us. Second, we must grow what we have

I expected too much of them too soon. I did

been given. Martial Arts traditions should

these individuals a disservice. Our program

not be put in a glass case and set in a

could have been a great, positive influence

museum. They are a living, breathing entity

on them, but instead I inadvertently chased

that should continue to evolve, while staying

them off. Conversely, I have had students

true to the essential principles that form

leave because they thought I was too “soft”

them. Therefore, yes, I do think that each

on the class. I likewise did a disservice to

generation will have leaders that carry

these individuals. See questions 1 and 4

forward and grow the Arts. Unfortunately,

above for more of my thoughts on similar

each generation will also have people who

topics.
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5. What does it mean to you to be a
black belt?-Miss Walck

get me first black-belt, so I have had plenty
of struggles. In truth though, the biggest

It means that a student has reached an

struggles were with laziness and apathy.

arbitrary rank in their system. If the

Sometimes I would get burned out and

standards are high and the student has

kinda‟ stop and ask myself “What‟s the

worked hard, it is an important mile marker.

point?” This attitude was particularly hard to

If the standards are low and the primary

overcome when dealing with injuries. It can

requirement was money, it means virtually

be very frustrating when there is something

nothing.

that used to be very easy that now is difficult

For me black-belt rank would be analogous

or impossible because of physical

to being a high-school graduate. You have

limitations. Sometimes this caused me to

learned a lot of basics and shown a certain

walk away for a couple of years at a time.

degree of maturity, but by no means is it a

Thankfully, I always had caring instructors

mark of true mastery.

who had a policy of allowing people who

6. You have all trained for many
years in Tang Soo Do, Aikido or
both. As instructors and Dan

were willing to put their best foot forward to
return.
7. What personality and physical

ranks, when you were coming up

traits have you seen that help a

through the ranks, what would you

student achieve black belt (Dan

say was the biggest struggle or

rank) status? –Laura-San

struggles you had before reaching

The physical part is easy to answer! Simply

your Dan rank? –Samantha-San

being healthy, flexible, and coordinated

As mentioned above, it took me 19 years to

gives individuals a huge advantage when
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training. However, in the long run, attitude

internal organs, ect. While each has its

is, of course, much more important. For me,

particular job to do, only by working

it was simply having an in-born passion for

together and integration can they accomplish

Martial Arts and then having great teachers

much.

to keep me going. For most, though, sheer

This gets me thinking about very deep

dogged determination is the best trait to

concepts such as the Holy Trinity and the

have. If you are sincerely committed to

Tao. Things that have separate

better yourself through your training, the

representations, but are, in fact, One. Think

rank will come. Focus on the training, not

of the Yin/Yang (Um/Yan). The different

the rank.

parts are necessarily defined by each other

8. There are required

and neither means anything without the

forms/techniques for us to know at

other. Techniques are like this. The

each level or rank of the Arts. Are

techniques are NOT the art. Each technique

all of the forms/techniques

is only a tiny reflection of one part of the art.

integrated into one final

The underlying principles (balance, distance,

form/technique or are they just all

awareness, motion, relaxation, intensity,

separate? -Mrs. Gunter

stillness, ect.) are the art. The techniques

They are both! They are separate in that they
do not, generally speaking, get linked

merely give a way to practice the principles.
9. What are simple exercises you can

together to make one mega-form. However,

do at home to strengthen your

they are all part of a whole. Think of them

nervous system's external

as pArts of a body. Certain techniques and

sensitivity and in what ways do

combinations are hands and feet, others

those exercises help? –Amber-San
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Hmmm… I‟ve never really thought of it like

10. When faced with a situation,

that. Thank you for stretching me out of my

whether that be physical or

comfort zone! As I am not a physician, I

mental, involving another person

cannot speak to physical things that help

or self, how do you know the

other than the usual stretching and breathing

avenue you’ve chosen was the

exercises that keep everything loose and

correct one to take? Please explain

flowing. When I hear “external sensitivity”

how you’ve come to the conclusion

though, I think of awareness. I often preach

that what you’ve done or said is

the importance of being aware of your

just. –Roger-San

surroundings. Obviously, this greatly

“The only true Knowledge comes from

increases an individual‟s safety, but even

knowing that you know nothing.” This

more than that it improves lives. I am often

famous quote from Socrates embodies my

surprised at what I notice when I push my

belief about knowing. Sadly, the truth is, we

own mental obsessions on the back burner

never really know whether we did the right

and simply look, touch, hear, feel, taste, and

thing or not. The best we can do is search

smell and the world around me. I encourage

out those wiser than ourselves, learn their

you to take a moment RIGHT NOW to stop

methods, meditate/pray about them, and

reading this and look around you. Feel the

then move forward. We will all frequently

fabric of your clothes. Breathe in the air.

make mistakes. However, the following

Listen. I believe that it is taking little

rules are what I try to use to guide my

moments like this frequently that heightens

interactions with others.

external sensitivity and helps us to be more



Act out of kindness/love

in harmony with the universe.



Mercy is stronger than justice
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When violence is necessary, use
as little as possible



Always look at my own actions
first, second, third, before
looking at the other party



Act based on principle, not on
emotion



Listen to your gut, but DON”T
TRUST IT! It will lie to you.
Balance what you feel with what
you believe to be right.

For me, if I follow the above guidelines,
things generally go well. When I don‟t, they
tend to go badly. If I follow my “Code” and
things still go badly, I give myself a break,
knowing that I did the best I could.
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development) that people learn and retain
information in different ways. Visually
10 Questions for The Black Belt
Committee
Answered By: Gihan Fellah
Tangsoology, 3rd Dan
December 2014
1.) While Sensei or Sabom may not

seeing the technique a hundred times is not
the same as doing a technique a hundred
times. Also, even after one has done the
technique a hundred times, they may not
realize the application until they practice it
many more times. Some people, like me,

translate directly, they are both

also have to write it down to retain the

synonymous with the term “teacher”

information. So, there is both seeing a

in American culture. Aside from

motion and getting the body to reproduce

knowing the art, what do you know

that action and then there is the

about how we learn that helps you

understanding of why that action must be

teach? Eric-San

done. Through repetition, the neural
pathways develop an automatic response

The term Sensei or Sabom does not

that frees ones mind to focus on uses for that

only pertain to the term, “teacher” but also

motion. So, to answer your first question,

to “one who has come before.” In this

Eric-San, the way to pass on the information

sense, we must understand that through the

pertaining to Martial training is to allow the

long years of training in our particular

student to absorb the information in

chosen art, the term Sabom or Sensei must

whatever means you can project and pay

not be taken lightly. There is also wisdom,

attention to how your various students are

spiritual growth, physical refinement, and

finally grasping the information. Then keep

intellectual stimulation that has gone into

doing “that.” There is no perfect answer to

forming a person into what others refer to

this question, because as one continues their

Sensei/Sabom. One form of intellectual

practice, they may need to change the

development is to realize (through our own
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method of learning to keep stimulating the

Please explain how you overcome

mind.

these difficulties? Please be specific.
– Breia-San

2.) As a new Tang Soo Do student, I am
curious to know when each of you

The aspect of Aikido/Tank Soo Do I

recognized that defining moment

find most difficult changes from year to

between just having an interest in

year. Right now, it is working though the

Martial Arts, and realizing that you

fact that I am not as young as I once was,

had a passion and determination

and injuries are slow to heal. The way I am

enough to drive you all the way to

overcoming this current difficulty, is my

your current ranks. – Mrs. Casey

morning practice of yoga. Each session last
between 30-60 minutes – depending on how

I have had interest in Martial Arts
since 1987 (when I was in high school), and
have studied several disciplines since then.
Budo Ku Kan, Shodo Kan, Tang Soo
Do/Tangsoology, and Aikido. Lately, I have
been practicing yoga daily. I think the
encouragement of whoever was my
instructor kept my interest going enough to
“drive” me to my current rank. There were
and continue to be many obstacles in life
that will deter one from continuing their
practice. I myself have stopped many times,

much time I‟ve allowed myself to practice
before work. The stretches are helping me
with my back injury, though not healing
them. It is an old work injury going on six
months old. I have since started a different
job which no longer requires me to lift such
heavy weight repeatedly. I also practice my
hyung more slowly and with ki extension,
rather than at the “normal speed.” I don‟t
practice these as much because the injury
prevents me from doing some of the kicks
with good form.

and picked right back up sometimes years
later, to continue training. The art you

4.) Do you feel that the current

choose to practice becomes part of what

generation of students will be able to

makes you you. I hope that answers your

adequately carry forward the

question, Mrs. Casey.

traditions of the Martial art(s) that
you train/instruct? In training

3.) Which aspects of Aikido/Tang Soo

students now, do you think your

Do, do you find most difficult?
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Sensei/Sabom was too harsh? –JakeSan

What does it mean to be a black belt?
In our association, it means that one has
worked diligently toward learning and

Jake-San, I do not currently teach
students, but to answer your question, I feel
that current students will always learn
differently from the way their instructors
were taught. Instructors have been taught by
not only their instructors, but also by the
students that have come up through the

practicing what their instructor has taught
them and in following directions and doing
required assignments. Being a black belt is
not an end to practice, but only a beginning
in understanding the basics and foundation
of the chosen art. At this level, practice is
just beginning to make sense.

ranks with them. The dynamics of class
change with who is participating and on

6.) You have all trained for many years

what the instructors experience is. Because

in Tang Soo Do, Aikido or both. As

each person is unique, they will pass along

instructors and Dan ranks, when you

the material slightly different than how their

were coming up through the ranks ,

instructor did. This is normal, but we must

what would you say was the biggest

always pass the information as accurately as

struggle or struggles you had before

possible to further the teaching of the

reaching your Dan rank? –

particular art. Otherwise, it will be

Samantha-San

something different and not what the
Grandmasters intended. Now that I look
back on my training, I don‟t think my
instructors were too harsh. At the time,
some of the repeated knuckles to my
forearms were a bit extreme, but it did get
my arms toughened up and the bruises were
always a conversation starter 
5.) What does it mean to you to be a
black belt? – Miss Walck

Samantha-San, the question you ask
is deep. The easy answer is to say that my
mind is my biggest struggle/obstacle to
continual training in Martial Arts. I went
through so many life changes while training
in Colorado, and now in Texas. So many
self-doubts, criticism from family and
friends, money hardships, etc… There will
always be struggles and everybody‟s will be
different. That is what makes training so
important and rewarding.
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7.) What personality and physical traits

beginner and intermediate forms are broken

have you seen that help a student

down from higher forms in Tang Soo Do. Is

achieve black belt (Dan rank)

there one final form or technique? I guess

status? – Laura San

some would ask this as is there a way to
achieve enlightenment? Of course, but I

Laura-san, the personality traits that
have helped students achieve Dan rank, is

haven‟t yet, so I continue the path just like
the rest of us.

having a good sense of humor and a desire
to achieve a place in history. What we do in

9.) What are simple exercises you can

Martial Arts training requires a lot of bumps

do at home to strengthen your

and bruises, stumbles and falls, and we must

nervous system’s external sensitivity

have the ability to pick ourselves back up

and in what ways do those exercises

and do it all again every day. Physical traits

help? – Amber-San.

don‟t really matter to beginner students.
One will eventually become more physically
fit as they continue practice, and eating
healthy is important too.

Amber-San, there are lots of
different exercises that you can do to
strengthen your nervous system‟s external
sensitivity. I personally like to go hiking

8.) There are required forms/techniques

and be surrounded by nature to tune in to the

for us to know at each level or rank

world around me without the distractions of

of the Arts. Are all of the

modern technologies and social pressures.

forms/techniques integrated into one

Practicing yoga or your chosen art is another

final form/technique or are they just

way to keep your mind at peace and listen to

all separate? – Mrs. Gunter

your body. Meditation is also good for this.
I have even tried practicing in the dark or

I love this question Mrs. Gunter. I
sometimes wondered this myself. I think

with closed eyes to be more aware of my
surroundings and to keep balance.

that ultimately learning all the different
forms separately according to our

10.)

When faced with a situation,

ability/rank level is important to not

whether that be physical or mental,

overload with too much information that

involving another person or self, how

could hurt ourselves or others. Some of the

do you know the avenue you’ve
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chosen was the correct one to take?
Please explain how you’ve come to
the conclusion that what you’ve done
or said is just. – Roger-San
Roger-San, there is no easy answer
to this question. You must pick a path
without too much hesitation based on the
information you have at that moment. There
is always that annoying voice in your head
that asks, “what if I did this or that. How
would my life be then?” There is no going
back, only forward. Just learn from your
mistakes and try to pass along the wisdom of
your experiences. Keep your moral
compass in check and you will know
whether what you have said or done was
just.
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Everyone learns differently. That is why one
tries to give verbal queues as well as
10 Questions for The Black Belt
Committee
Answered By: Sabom-Nim Mike
Parenteau, 5th Dan, Tang Soo Do – Head
Instructor: Tangsoology Institute of
Longmont
1. While Sensei or Sabom may not

demonstrating the technique to get across to
the students what is being shown. Doing
one without the other really can make the
dissemination of ideas and techniques
difficult.

translate directly, they are both

Another thing to consider is what the

synonymous with the term "teacher" in

instructor does while the student body is

American culture. Aside from knowing the

training. They are observing…sure. But the

art, what do you know about how we learn

good ones are saying, “Do I do that? Did I

that helps you teach? –Eric-San

demonstrate that when I thought it was

Eric-san,
You may or may not know that Sensei is

something else?” There is a learning process
going on for the instructor as well.

translated as “someone born before another”

The student on the other hand is expected to

and is used colloquially as “teacher” while

look, listen and learn as Master Lee would

Sabom Nim is translated as “model teacher”

say. That goes for Aikido also! Not only are

and is a title typically given to someone who

you (as well as the black/midnight blue

is 4th Dan or above in the Korean Arts.

belts) expected to look, listen and learn well,
but also to train and do the technique
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correctly! That may seem obvious to you,

2. As a new Tang Soo Do student, I am

but there are many who don‟t do this at all.

curious to know when each of you

How many times have you attended a

recognized that defining moment between

seminar and were shown a technique only to

just having an interest in Martial Arts,

do your own thing? One of the points of

and realizing that you had passion and

training in this manner is to teach student

determination enough to drive you all the

and instructors the art of applying what you

way to your current ranks. – Mrs. Casey

saw. This is not easy to do! You have heard

Mrs. Casey,

the saying, “If it was easy then everyone
would be doing it.”

That‟s a good question, as I don‟t believe I
can recall a specific date or time in my case.

The other thing I would mention is what the
students do when the instructor is not
teaching. In other words, what do you do
with open mat time? How do you train?
How do you determine what to study for
your training? This may seem trivial but it is
another important aspect of your question,
as many do not understand how to train on
their own.

Martial Arts‟ training is an evolution. As
I‟m sure you know, everyone has different
reasons that bring them to Martial Arts.
Now, to be clear, I am not talking about
mixed Martial Arts. I am talking about Arts
that study “Do”, e.g. Aikido, Tang Soo Do,
Tae Kwon Do, Karate Do, etc. Some people
come to fight, some to get exercise, some to
learn self-defense…the list goes on and on.

So, with that answer, what is it YOU do to
take what the instructor teaches that enables

The main point here is that we all have a
history and it is important to remember

you to learn?
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where we came from and to remember the
history of the art(s) we choose to study.

Breia-san,
Training is difficult! But…training is easy.

After a while, the practice just becomes a

Sorry that this answer is short, but the

part of your life. It is not meant to consume

answer I gave is a sincere one and it‟s really

your life, but it is meant to be a part of

that simple.

it…just like breathing, eating, working,
reading or whatever. I think I might be

What difficulties have YOU faced in your
training and how did you overcome them?

concerned if I knew the exact day that I
came to this realization…that simply means
that I truly did not integrate it into my life
(in my opinion). I think it is better to say,
“Oh…I don‟t know. It just happened.” That
seems more natural to me and that is what
training is supposed to be…natural.
Do YOU feel you have reached the point

4. Do you feel that the current generation
of students will be able to adequately
carry forward the traditions of the
Martial art(s) that you train/instruct? In
training students now, do you think your
Sensei/Sabom was too harsh? –Jake-San
Jake-san,

where you have passion and dedication for

You may not like what I am about to say

the art you practice? Take time and think

here…but I rarely miss an opportunity to put

before you answer…

my foot in my mouth. So here goes…

3. Which aspects of Aikido/Tang Soo Do,

To start, I do not want to paint with a broad

do you find most difficult? Please explain

brush, but many (not all!) students of the

how you overcome these difficulties?

“Me” generation (I‟m talking about the

Please be specific. – Breia-San

“Millennials” or Generation Y and
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Generation Z. Gen Y from 1980 to 2002 and

to punch, people don‟t want to be touched,

Gen Z from 2002 to present) have an

people don‟t want to bow, people don‟t want

“entitlement” attitude. What does that mean?

to wear “pajamas”…I could go on. So, what

It means that if it is not good for “me” then

happens is we make small concessions to try

it isn‟t worth their time, coupled with the

to gain their interest so that the person is

notion of “instant gratification”. What is

more likely to want to do those things.

wrong with that you say? It used to be that

Unfortunately, more often than not, this does

people were not so quick to think about

not happen. They end up quitting…and the

themselves but thought of others first (again,

reason is they have a preconceived notion of

not every Gen Y or Gen Z person fits this

what Martial Arts is. It therefore is

category). It seems like thinking of others is

becoming increasingly difficult to share the

one of the last things they think about and it

traditions of our noble “Do” Arts, as the

is a fleeting thought at that. Now you are

word “tradition” has become a dirty word in

probably asking yourself, “What does this

some sense. I know from talking to Sabo

have to do with my question?” Well, the

Sensei, Medeiros Sabom Nim and others,

problem is given the attitude I put forth, it

that training in the 60s and 70s was harder

would be very hard if not impossible to

than what I experienced myself. So what I

share those insights and more importantly,

am saying is that with every Martial Arts

do it with a giving heart.

generation, things get watered down to some

From the physical aspect of the Arts,

degree.

training in the 80s and 90s (again, in my

If I think back to the harshness or rigidity of

opinion) was harder than it is now. People

my instructors over the years, I cannot say

don‟t want to take ukemi, people don‟t want

that any of them were harsh. It is what I
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grew up with after over 30 years of training.

is the way my instructor (Medeiros Sabom

Of course, your definition of harsh might be

Nim/Sensei) taught me and the other Senior

different from my definition or someone

Yudanja/Yudansha in our

else‟s. That is a relative term. All I can say

school/Association. This is what he calls the

is that I would like to think that the times

“Asian perspective” and is a fundamental

that I have been with a particular instructor,

part of our training. Tang Soo Do…Aikido

I have given my best, honest and sincere

are both Asian derived Martial Arts right?

effort. Anything less is a waste of their time

Studying those concepts brings us better

and mine. You have to remember, WE

understanding of the totality of the Arts we

knocked on the instructor‟s door to

practice.

learn…the instructor didn‟t come calling on
us.
I will try and summarize all of this and tie it
up. I would say this Martial Arts generation
will have a tougher time and it is really up to

So, do YOU think the “Now” generation
will meet this challenge? How confident are
you?
5. What does it mean to you to be a black
belt?-Miss Walck

them. If the “me generation” can snap out of
that attitude and focus on others and forget

Ms. Walck,

the kind of narcissism that is running

Your question is a very open ended

rampant these days with the advent of social

one…but I will try to be as succinct as

media...then I‟d say all will be well.

possible. This is a very difficult question to

One final thought…I sincerely hope that you

answer directly in my mind, mainly because

and the other students feel like they are
being taught to think of the “group”…which

the standard by which a black belt is
“judged” has changed dramatically over the
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years. It used to be that a black belt was
someone who has demonstrated, both

2nd/3rd Dan: College.
4th/5th Dan: Masters.

physically and mentally, a proficiency in the
art and someone who should be respected!

6th Dan (We don‟t have grades above 6th!):

That‟s really not the case any longer. I am

Doctorate.

sorry to say that some schools have watered

By looking at the previous outline, one

down their standards so much that the black

could say that at 1st Degree black/midnight

belts of today look like our intermediate

blue belt, you have the necessary

students! Some schools give 4th Dan ranks to

knowledge, sincerity and attitude to “learn”.

10 year olds! What a shame!
So, hopefully for me, I am training well, but
Think of “black belt” or “midnight blue

with a deeper understanding of what I am

belt” as another stage of a journey through

doing and being able to share that with

the Martial Arts as I‟m sure you do. I like to

anyone who wants to learn and with those

think of the stages like this:

sincere about training.

Gup/Kyu ranks: This is like elementary

What do YOU think a black belt/midnight

school. You‟re learning your ABCs,

blue belt should or shouldn‟t be?

stringing sentences together, learning math,
6. You have all trained for many years in
civics, etc.
Tang Soo Do, Aikido or both. As
1st Dan: This is high school. So you‟ve

instructors and Dan ranks, when you

begun to use your prior knowledge and learn

were coming up through the ranks, what

more advanced topics…maybe linear

would you say was the biggest struggle or

algebra. Ugghh!
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struggles you had before reaching your

you take his mental and intellectual

Dan rank? –Samantha-San

attributes into consideration, then I would

Samantha-san,

say he was not good. What do I mean by
that? So his mental attributes are things like:

Training! Please see my answer above (#3)!
What are YOUR struggles? What challenges
lie ahead for you?
7. What personality and physical traits
have you seen that help a student achieve
black belt (Dan rank) status? –Laura-San
Laura-san,

attitude, compassion and understanding. The
intellectual attributes would be like:
intelligence and wisdom.
If I had to pinpoint one thing that would
make a good Martial artist…it would have
to be sincerity. If someone trains with a
sincere heart then that person will do well.
Medeiros Sabom Nim will be the first to say

Some people like to think of those with
Master Lee did not cherry pick students.
black/midnight blue belts as physically wellThose that were sincere and did their best
gifted. My instructor in Song Moo Kwan,
succeeded. So, as an Aikidoist, I believe this
Tae Kwon Do (Mr. Mike Armbrust) was one
concept applies to you as well.
of those guys. He could do the splits. He
could kick really high. He could do the

What do YOU think the attributes of a

jump, spinning kicks. He was strong, fast

Martial artist should be?

and had an athletic build. But, would you
think this person was a good instructor just
by those things I mentioned? In my opinion,
from a technical perspective, i.e. physical

8. There are required forms/techniques
for us to know at each level or rank of the
Arts. Are all of the forms/techniques
integrated into one final form/technique

perspective, he was very good. However, if
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or are they just all separate? -Mrs.

ways do those exercises help? –Amber-

Gunter

San

Mrs. Gunter,

Amber-san,

I guess this depends on your point of view.

That‟s an interesting question. As you know,

If you want to look at it superficially, then

repetition builds the neural pathways which

they are separate. You perform low block,

enable us to walk (yea…think about it!),

which is separate from middle punch, etc.

run, throw a ball or practice Aikido! Since

However, holistically, all of the things we

you‟re at home, I‟ll assume for a moment

learn whether it is techniques, combinations,

that you will be self-training. Practice

forms, blocks, kicks, etc. then they are all

tenkan, practice tenkai. Go through the

integral to the totality of the Arts we

motions of ikkyo.

practice. So, to answer your question, I look
at the forms and techniques you mention as
an integrated system, which is exactly what
the Do Arts are all about.

Training by yourself is just as important as
training with a partner. Self-workout is
important so that you visualize uke, and
believe it or not…it‟s harder! At least I think

Do YOU feel the things we learn are

it is. You have to IMAGINE a connection,

integrated into a larger whole, or do you feel

which is much harder than FEELING one.

they are separate?

In my opinion, there is no specific exercise

9. What are simple exercises you can do

to do. If you feel the urge to walk through

at home to strengthen your nervous

something, whatever it is, then just do it.

system's external sensitivity and in what

The self-workout and visualization will
improve your Aikido.
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What have YOU done at home to improve

ok that I lied and told them I was busy when

your Aikido training? If you did train at

they needed help. I would rather play my

home, how did your Aikido training

Xbox” This is the problem. The idea of

improve at the studio, when you trained with

“just” or “un-just” actions are subjective to

your fellow Aikidoists?

the person committing the act, and

10. When faced with a situation, whether
that be physical or mental, involving

subjective to those who are the
“beneficiaries” of those same acts.

another person or self, how do you know

Really, I think the question you should be

the avenue you’ve chosen was the correct

asking yourself is, “Am I ok with the

one to take? Please explain how you’ve

decision I have to make or have made?”

come to the conclusion that what you’ve

This presupposes that the person asking

done or said is just. –Roger-San

themselves the question has a conscience,

Roger-san,

i.e. is a sincere and caring person. One of the
great things about Martial Arts training (if

That‟s pretty deep. You know, we could talk
about philosophy, social mores, the meaning
of “good” versus “bad”. It‟s really all
subjective.
If you read back to my earlier rant, one
could say those who lack compassion may
think actions taken by them as just, if those
actions are a waste of their time.
“Well…they were wasting my time, so it‟s

the student has been listening intently and
practicing “Do”) is that it forces us to be
objective about ourselves. We have to ask
the hard questions, first of ourselves else
where‟s the self-improvement?
We all have things we may question
regarding the totality of our lives.
Sometimes you can make amends,
sometimes you have to walk away and
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hopefully most of the time, you can smile



and have a guilt-free conscience.

Did you know that Medeiros
Sabom Nim/Sensei started
his Martial Arts journey in

Final comments:

1979, both in Aikido and
I thought many of the questions asked could
have been answered without a considerable

Tang Soo Do?


amount of time and answered in a few

Nim/Sensei has a black belt

sentences. However, I felt (as I‟m sure the
other Yudanja/Yudansha do) that it was

in Tae Sho Do?


more important to elaborate, elicit

Did you know that Arnold
Sabom Nim was one of

discussion and foster contemplation amongst

Medeiros Sabom Nim‟s first

the junior ranks. This exercise was to see
where the students in the Association are at

Did you know Miller Sabom

Tang Soo Do students?


Did you know that Fellah

in their mental/intellectual development.
Sabom Nim was a green belt
One question I hoped I would see was a

in Tang Soo Do when she

question about our history. I think I mention

came to Center for Aikido &

something about our shared history every

Tang Soo Do Studies?

time I‟m down in Colorado Springs to visit.
Our history is a proud one and we should
not be ashamed to say that out loud! That is
not being boastful as it, “recognizes and
respects the achievements of others.”
For example:

These are all things that are important to
know. I can‟t tell you how many times I
have asked other Martial artists about their
history or simply, the style of Martial Arts
they study. Oftentimes, they don‟t know! As
far as our Yudanja/Yudansha are concerned,
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I know all of these people very well and can
tell you that they are very personable and
approachable, and would love nothing more
than to help you with whatever question you
have. They would also love to share with
you stories and personal experiences they
have had over the years, because again, we
have a proud history…but you have to ask to
get that personal time and get insight into
their backgrounds.
When you get the chance to talk to one of
them, make sure you ask them some
questions about our shared history. As
Medeiros Sabom likes to say, “You better
make your opportunity NOW, because it
might be gone tomorrow.”
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practice is NOT for everyone. I wish it were
otherwise but alas it is true, not everyone is
interested in the work that is necessary in
order to contribute to the further
10 Questions for The Black Belt
Committee
Answered By: Sabom-Nim/Sensei Vernon
A. Medeiros, 5th Dan Tang Soo Do, 5th

development of a Martial tradition and then
there are others who lack the necessary
mental abilities (developmentally challenged
is the term now days) to even participate
voluntarily in a training program .

Dan Aikido – Head Instructor: Asian

No amount of academic learning knowledge

Martial Arts Society of Maryland

that a Martial art teacher may possess will
alter the facts that attitude, mental fortitude
and internal motivation are extremely

1. While Sensei or Sabom may not

important whenever a person decides to

translate directly, they are both

participate in something that interests them.

synonymous with the term "teacher" in

Frankly speaking both teacher and student

American culture. Aside from knowing

must meet an unspoken normative standard

the art, what do you know about how we

by which both can benefit from the

learn that helps you teach? –Eric-San

interaction.
While we all live in a culture that

Well Eric san this is an interesting question.

desperately desires that everyone be treated

Hmm… what do I know about how a person

fair and equitable, it is NOT possible

learns that helps me teach? I need to make

because the range of human intellect and

an important point before I get long winded,

emotional capacity varies based on

generally speaking Martial Arts training and
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numerous biological and environmental

In today‟s academic climate where social

developmental factors.

and educational psychology produce
mountains of journal papers related to

While there may well be numerous well
intended Martial art instructors who have
drafted clever programs that model the
Special Olympics to service persons who are
developmentally challenged for their brand
or style, however generally speaking,
teaching everyone to achieve some level of
competence in Martial Arts knowledge is
not possible in my experience.
I am not required nor duty bound to offer
special needs courses or draft individual
programs for the mentally disadvantaged,
nor for ADD adults or children. There is a
baseline or normative requirement for both
teacher and student of Martial Arts training.

cognitive learning, these mounds of journals
are rendered meaningless at the root point of
assembling a group of students to practice a
specific Martial art. The processes of neural
psychology can explain in detail how the
synaptic nerves transmit neural chemical
signals but these facts are not necessary to
know when practicing or teaching a Martial
art.
Cognitive learning espouses numerous
methods, each discipline espouses methods
and techniques which, so the claim goes, if
implemented will bring about usable or
measurable results. People couched deeply
in scientific thought require measurable

For the past 3 years I have been at the

results do they not? The results and subject

YMCA teaching a children‟s karate class. I

data are endless! None of this knowledge

get a few immature or minor

will yield any better results from students

developmentally challenged (ADD)

during a training session.

children. These children are not ready to
practice. They fall outside the norm of
reciprocal training through no fault of their
own. I probably know a little too much
educational psychology which gets me into
trouble when I have to discipline these
children.

Frankly speaking I have been in the
presence of many academics with degrees
that employ clever methods for teaching
Martial Arts and their ideas and methods do
not necessarily work any better than the
classical approaches to transmitting and
instructing Martial art techniques.
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To answer your question a good instructor is

as used in our culture are all too often

obliged to know more about their art and

referenced and transposed onto Martial art

certainly know the art better than the

instructors and therefore students view their

student! A a good instructor must be able to

Martial teacher as a temporary situation. The

be an excellent example of humility and

instructor is expected to concede to these

generosity and accept that he or she too is

Western expectations.

not complete in their own understanding of
their art (they are also still in training) and
they definitely do not need to know the
specifics of educational psychology or any
other learning science.
As I stated earlier, an instructor of classical

From a Japanese perspective the term Sensei
is an honorable title and means something
much deeper than what is understood in our
culture. Sensei, “the person who has come
before” carries a greater personal
responsibility than most people realize.

Asian art styles is not necessarily completely
versed in the entirety of their chosen art. As
instructors we must trust the moment that is
before us (and honor our past training with
our instructor and all our seniors who helped
shape our development) as we begin to rally
and influence those who are genuinely
interested in Martial Arts training in the
present, together we begin a journey that is
both rewarding and often very demanding.

Now you may ask me; came before who or
what? Well the quick answer is the Sensei
came to the art long before the student ever
conceived of the idea of seeking Martial art
instruction. A person would think that this
fact would be understood by new students
but it is not and more often senior students
choose to ignore this and adopt the title for
themselves without the slightest respect for
its deep history. For that reason a student

Martial art training prepares a good

should always feel gratitude toward their

instructor to accept the good, the bad and the

teacher and fellow students. Sadly these

ugly of teaching grateful as well as

days because of modern culture it is not easy

ungrateful students in order to pass along a

to find true teachers of any art or discipline.

solid history.
Interested students who seek guidance or
A quick comment about the term teacher,

instruction with any real interest beyond

the general notions about the term “teacher”

simple curiosity must seek a teacher that is
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trustworthy and sets a good example of

determination enough to drive you all the

generosity and politeness. This title of

way to your current ranks. – Mrs. Casey

Sensei carries a weight of heavy
responsibility upon the person who willing
accepts students. The role of Sensei must be
respected and honored by the person who
chooses to accept the position.

Mrs. Casey your question is a difficult one
to answer. In my case I am simply a creature
of habit. When I discover something that
interests me I tend to dive in but over time I
may lose interest or I am invited to leave or I

Korean parlance Sabom translates as

quit!

Teacher-Father and like its Japanese
counterpart to accept the position of Sabom
nim is a profound responsibility. In Asia the
role of Father is very much revered. Respect
and reverence are two different concepts. I
respected my father deeply but I did not
revere him like I do my Tang Soo Do
Instructor, I both respected and revered him.

Originally I was placed into a Karate class
as a young 13 year old teenager. My uncle
was the Instructor. The classes were held in
a recreation gymnasium on Fort Carson. I
was the only child (yes you read correctly!
A teenager is still a child) in the class. The
classes were three hours a day (6-9pm) three
days a week (mwf). I lasted six months then

I do not believe that a person who instructs

my Uncle informed my mother that I was

any Martial art has to be well versed in

not ready to train in a serious manner

Educational psychology or all the academic

therefore I was not allowed to attend any

research related to how humans learn. Our

longer…ouch that was a bruise to the ego. I

methods are more at a social level with

did not join another Karate class until I

direct interaction without all the

reached the ripe old age of 26.

hoopla…hmm…I hope this answers your
question?

Passion and determination are transitory
mental conditions although I suppose if a

2. As a new Tang Soo Do student, I am

person is reared in an environment that

curious to know when each of you

fosters goals and encourages or prods a child

recognized that defining moment between

to excel, my guess is they will! Cynthia

just having an interest in Martial Arts,

Rothrock had a strong desire to be in Martial

and realizing that you had passion and
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art films and like Jean Claude Van Dam, she

We trained to improve ourselves but we

succeeded!

were also taught that we belonged to a group
and a broader brother/sisterhood. We were

The truth is I just kept training sometimes on
my own after leaving California and often
with others of like mind. I joined other
schools then started a Tang Soo Do club of
my own and then opened a school. I then
started another club then another school and
had lots of ups and downs…closed that

directed to think about our role to the greater
society. We had to consider how our
personal Tang Soo Do development and
how our improved talents and skills will
contribute to the peace and tranquility of the
greater society.

undertaking and then relocated and operated

We were given opportunities to help each

at the Judo Association headquarters before

other attain proficiency in our art. Whenever

going it alone at your present location. I

students help each other with techniques and

moved away and asked a few senior students

forms beyond the teachers influence, we are

to keep the school going in my absence. An

creating bonds and securing our Arts

association was started and maintained with

history. We trained to understand the

our other affiliations with people from

meaning of having a reverence for nature;

California and here in Maryland. More

this is the ultimate goal of Tang Soo

problems arose and finally from the ashes

Do/Tangsoology training. I train daily to

arose the chosen one to completely carry on

understand this tenet. My ranks are simply a

the tradition that I started back in

reflection of my dedication to my

1987…your instructor!

instructors‟ history and to my seniors who
spent long hours helping me to learn the

You see! It was never about any personal

art…truth be told I am still in training.

defining moment but rather the whole
process of what encompasses traditional

To conclude it is neither passion nor

training. Remembering the training I

determination that propels me forward but

experienced with my teachers, seniors and

rather it is because of the numerous

fellow students. This type of training is the

moments of unexpected surprise whenever I

fundamental difference about how I was

visit the Dojang and see students practicing

taught as opposed to the cookie cutter

Tang Soo Do that fills me with joy. You see

business Martial art factories of today!

true Martial Arts are living Arts and good
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students help keep the style and history

are; mental, physical, emotional and

relevant. Sometimes the art does change to

intellectual. These components are the same

meet the needs of new students but overall

that public education focuses on. Similar to

good students will continue to pass along the

public education our Martial art training

traditions intact if they remember to express

regimen is designed to improve these

gratitude.

different components of our human
development.

3. Which aspects of Aikido/Tang Soo Do,
do you find most difficult? Please explain

To answer your second part of the question

how you overcome these difficulties?

is very simple I simply train. If you are

Please be specific. – Breia-San

experiencing difficulties then the solution is
to train without the burden of expectations.

Well Briea san the quick answer is; all of it
is difficult!

4. Do you feel that the current generation
of students will be able to adequately

Aikido and Tang Soo Do are complex Arts
and require attention and numerous hours of
repetition to improve. There are no short
cuts or apps that a person can download.

carry forward the traditions of the
Martial art(s) that you train/instruct? In
training students now, do you think your
Sensei/Sabom was too harsh? –Jake-San

Martial Arts practice requires mental
attention to the process of developing skill

Hmm…Jake san my quick answer is; I hope

through exercise, there is no simple way to

so. Martial Arts practice is a long process.

circumvent the long years of training. Each

Do you think any generation educated on

class session, each private session a person

touch screen and voice technology wants to

allots themselves is a new opportunity to

do anything physical?

reset, relearn and review everything they
know. Life is that way really, we awake, we
eat, we think about all the things we have to
do before we lie down to sleep only to
awake and live our life again.

Recently I sent a fourth email response to
the same person seeking TSD classes this
was my “in the moment” response: Darrin,
we live in a Google FB Twitter culture
where anything can be learned by accessing

Martial Arts training and study is infinite

it via a smart phone or I pad. People no

and the individual components to training

longer see the value in repetition. They view
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repetition as meaningless and useless but

classes. I use some of the techniques & skills

Martial skills like sports skills must be done

of TSD as a form of exercises for the kids as

again and again, hundreds of times during

they are too young to understand complex

the course of a year’s practice.

forms or movements.

The point to my long story is if you are

I no longer get emails from him. Do you

interested about training in a classical art

think he finally got the information he was

then sign up but the next sign up will begin

seeking? Do you think he is truly interested

January 3, 2015 as the December Holiday

in training?

season classes are closed.
You see Jake san, Authentic classical
TSD practice is simply beginning where we

Martial Arts training stArts with a very

are. TSD training is always an ongoing

simple request from a sincere teacher to an

development.

interested student; listen, follow along, look
and do what you think you saw. A genuine

Most people assume there is a beginning, a
middle, and an endpoint but the truth is TSD
training is always a constant study of the
basics as we try to apply all that we know to
the more advance techniques. The more we
know the more time must be allotted to
practice through everything. My journey
began in the summer of 1979 and I am still

student will apply themselves if they are
genuinely interested. After years of practice,
training and service to a Martial Arts school
a very special student eventually will rise
and take the next step in their training and
begin to assist and instruct others. My
instructors were very strict! I appreciated
their harshness toward my development.

practicing despite my injuries.
Our school has a history of losing students
Prior to the above response I sent Darrin this
short reply: Be warned TSD study is not a
popular art w/some folks especially at my
end because I do not teach tournament or
fighting, I teach only the art and how the art
applies to self-defense hence my classes
have not been popular w/teens or adults.

whose egos were less than secure and the
strictness affronted their independent nature
but there are times when strict training
pushes students on to new accomplishments.
Our school does not simply give selfdefense lessons, we teach etiquette.
Etiquette related to our Martial art training

Currently I am charged w/doing children's
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and etiquette lessons that carry over into

future for our style of Martial art because

daily life which we are required to apply

very few understand the principle of duty.

these lessons to our greater community for
we must remember we are part of a greater
society.

Duty and responsibility to the Arts are
foreign concepts in today‟s I me mine
society. If the training is too harsh students

Well-mannered members of a society do not

quit and blame their leaving on the

cause trouble or commit crimes. If students

instructor‟s lack of sensitivity or poorly

are only being taught fighting techniques

developed personality. We do not teach

then our association is failing to pass along

fighting or require students to attend

all aspects of our modern Martial Arts

tournaments. There is already too much real

training. The most important technique we

conflict in the world why create a forum for

learn is Martial courtesy and this technique

contrived conflict and steal peoples hard

has profound roots in proper customs of

earned money?

dignified etiquette.
We teach something more profound and
Presently in our; I, Me, Mine culture most

much needed in our culture. Movies that

adult people view Martial Arts strictly as a

depict Martial art scenarios can be

children‟s activity. I view Martial Arts as a

entertaining but too much violence is

necessary part of daily living. The training

projecting the wrong messages and these

contributes to a healthier lifestyle. It is such

types of films really distort the true nature of

a shame that everyone cannot benefit from

self-defense Arts. Contemporary shows like

these methods.

“Kick-in‟ it!” and other nonsense shows
send the wrong message to children as well

So to answer your question about proper
training in our Martial art requires having
students accept the difficulties associated
with hard strict training. If strict training is
viewed as harsh it is the student who needs

as adults! Truthfully because of the
popularity of tournaments and all that must
be propagated by these forums I really do
not see my Martial heritage lasting much
longer.

to do some honest introspection. Frankly in
our Google culture I really do not see a

The ways of peace and a true commitment to
the deeper reasons for self-defense training
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are quickly being lost. Even the senior

As to the point of your question my Dan

students I have had the privilege to train

ranks remind me to appreciate my

most of them do not continue the tradition. I

connections to my history. I feel honored

guess everybody thinks they have a better

and humbled that I have stayed active all

approach than the previous generation.

these years. The Arts I practice are not

Martial training is not about pleasing

driven by a need to compete with others or

peoples frail egos nor is the training meant

the necessity to acquire trophies. Through

to humiliate or demean a person but the

the years I have met numerous artists of all

training must push people out of their

sizes and flavors but very few were humble.

comfort zone! The training must teach

Most were conceited and not very friendly.

lessons that are meaningful to the traditions

Frankly the true importance of earning and

of the art! Anything less and it is pointless

utilizing the Dan rank system and its deeper

useless posturing. Now with all this said will

significance is rooted in our traditions but

the moon fall from the sky if my ideals are

more importantly it is based on our

not realized? No, but I guess it‟s the

traditions standards.

difference between real values and fake
ones…

Every Martial art school has some form of
standard to maintain. The Dan rank system

5. What does it mean to you to be a black

is not a one size fits all nor is it something

belt?-Miss Walck

that is bought then a person quits, but rather
the Dan rank system is living evidence that a

Miss Walck your question is not a simple
one to answer also your question hints at
something larger because numerous myths
and notions have persisted about people who
have acquired a black belt rank in their

person who earns their first Dan level is
ready to enter their next stage of training.
Simply put to leave behind the gup ranks
and enter the Dan ranks in most schools is a
huge deal!

chosen style and the distortion of facts
surrounding this type of accomplishment are

As I have already stated in previous

amusing at best. Laura san asks a similar

questions in a different manner our Dan

question.

ranked students are expected to commit to
the duty of passing along the Arts to junior
students without complaint or prejudice. I
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believe I adhere to this requirement. Our

had the pleasure to teach have helped me

Dan rank is part of a two part process; Gup

along my path.

then Dan. From white belt through red belt
all students must proceed through this
training regimen.

Our organization still has connections to San
Diego and this is an important factor. Unlike
others who have conveniently quit I do not

Ideally if a student commits and makes the

have that freedom! You see while a person

concerted effort to seek the Dan rank then

earns their rank from someone who has

they also should be honest and not fall back

granted their rank, it is the Dan rank holder

on old gup ranked habits of excuses and

who eventually throws the rank in the trash!

complaints toward daily training otherwise

They do this by being disrespectful or lazy

their actions cast a dubious shadow of

or a multitude of other reasons that brings

dishonor on our art.

that dubious shadow for all to see. To do
these things is not a person to be admired.

We live in a society that is constantly at
odds with people labeling everything good
or bad, liberal or conservative, he said she
said, rich or poor, elitist managers or lowly
workers…the list is endless! Certainly the
duality of life produces these opposing
forms of thought however our Dan rank

When I put my belt around my waist I am
reminded of my obligation and I hope those
students that are still with me feel the pride
of holding a Dan rank from our Association
and exhibit gratitude and compassion as they
do their best to continue their own personal
struggle to keep our Arts alive.

system should not be a contributor toward
these conflicting struggles.

6. You have all trained for many years in
Tang Soo Do, Aikido or both. As

Miss Walck you ask me what value my rank
holds for me and my answer is complex but
at the fundamental level I have a duty to
remember all who helped me to attain my
knowledge. I have had several senior

instructors and Dan ranks, when you
were coming up through the ranks, what
would you say was the biggest struggle or
struggles you had before reaching your
Dan rank? –Samantha-San

students help me achieve proficiency
alongside what my instructors gave me.

Samantha san as I review your question it

Through my own school all the students I

appears to contain similar inquiries that
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others have already asked. I believe I have

to leave, then they should leave the way they

addressed your question in several other

came, honestly.

responses therefore I think you can
extrapolate from previous questions what
my responses are to your question.

I really do not buy into the whole
personality and physical traits issue which
gives a person an advantage over someone

7. What personality and physical traits

else in order to gain a yudansha rank as your

have you seen that help a student achieve

question asks. If someone has a deep interest

black belt (Dan rank) status? –Laura-San

in something they will pursue that desire till

Hmm…Laura san this is a difficult question

that desire wanes.

to answer! The reason why I say this is

Of course a positive personality will carry a

because there is a wide range of standards in

person farther in life than a negative one but

use throughout the Martial Arts world and

our art has in the past helped some students

the meaning of acquiring a Black Belt rank

to address their negative predilections even

has had different meanings and definitions

if their involvement with us was short lived.

respective to a particular school which

As for physical traits I have seen students

grants these ranks. Historically the use of a

who demonstrate or illustrate that training

black belt is a relatively a new idea. If the

comes easy for them. They are what some

past is any indicator of the present then the

call highly skilled but their ease at physical

black belt rank will continue to be conferred

movements does not necessarily equate into

regardless of inconsistent standards. Each

a Dan rank

school has to determine what that standard
will be.

Corporations that sell us their wares
understand our human fickleness and they

Within our schools short history, 1989 to

have Social Psychologists on their payrolls

present, our standard is high (but there are

who study personality and traits in order to

Federations who have more strict standards

feed us garbage food, low quality cars and

than ours) however the role of yudansha to

electronic devices that we don‟t need!

maintain this high standard has been weak. I
understand life throws challenges at each of
us and we must move on but if a student has

My point being we are all being manipulated
by large corporations to buy things we do
not really need. We live according to
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complex consumer rules that are not always

that there is a connection linking techniques

meant to give us a fair deal. Fortunately at

which has the illusion that there is only one

our association we do not utilize such things

form. This level of performance illustrates

when teaching our art to students. We have

that the practitioner has a firm grasp of the

nothing to gain by incorporating or utilizing

basics and enjoys their practice in the

trait or personality data in order to determine

Martial Arts.

what student will have the strength of
character to advance to Dan rank level.

Our school is unique because we do not
need external competitive forces to drive our

Humility and compassion are the most

ambitions we are fascinated by the forms we

important attributes to foster if one wishes to

study. The forms provide us with many

excel in Martial Arts I think…

physical and mental challenges. When we
do them well we are pleased however when

8. There are required forms/techniques
for us to know at each level or rank of the
Arts. Are all of the forms/techniques
integrated into one final form/technique
or are they just all separate? -Mrs.

we practice and we feel amiss in our
performance we should not get discouraged.
We can never do everything perfectly hence
the reason why we study a Martial art
regularly.

Gunter
Our Martial art, like our life, is a daily
Mrs. Gunter the quick answer is there is no
grand form that combines all individual
forms into a cohesive whole however with
that said our style of Aikido and Tang Soo
Do are deeply rooted in traditional methods.
While the forms have individual names and

experience. We study in order to stimulate
our physical and mental being. I realize
there are many other ways to feed our
interests but from my vantage point our type
of training gives us many rewards that are
not always apparent.

are separate when we practice them the
pArts do belong to a greater whole and that

My instructor always taught us to experience

total whole is referred to as Tang Soo Do.

the moment and not be attached to the right
or wrong of our impressions and just relax

The overarching goal of training is to be
able to perform all separate elements into a

and see the moment, the techniques we did
yesterday are in the past, what matters is the

fluid presentation that gives the impression
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one we are doing now. The more we know

often after I get off from work. I work a

the more we have to practice!

physical job, long hours in the hot and in the
cold weather which can drain the body of

Truth be told the whole ranking system
below yudanja is a device so both instructor
and student can have a reasonable
expectation of what each should know and
ask of the other. We are human we need
some form of organization in order to
understand what we are seeking to learn.

health. While the majority of America runs
to get their coffee and pharmaceutical fixes,
I do not drink the stuff! I do not need
stimulants to get my body going in the
morning however I do take the time to do
simple relaxation and stretching exercises
which takes ten minutes.

Our forms techniques and gup ranking
system directs each one of us to accomplish

The exercises are the same ones used in the

our goals and in this example our goal is

Aikido class that you participate in but

learning the grand art of Tang Soo Do.

because I do Tang Soo Do and Tai Chi I
have a few more exercises that I can apply

The Dan rank system charges each member
to support and protect the styles history as
they too continue their training schedules.

to my routine. In my line of work I see so
many unhealthy people suffering from body
ailments which could be averted by simply

9. What are simple exercises you can do

taking ten minutes to do some simple

at home to strengthen your nervous

exercises three times a day.

system's external sensitivity and in what
ways do those exercises help? –AmberSan

To address your last question, the stretching
exercises must be done in a relaxed way.
The facts are in from the medical

Amber san I don‟t know if you are asking

community that simple daily practice of

me what exercises I do at home or what

relaxation and stretching benefits our

exercises any person who is training in a

physical, neurological and mental health but

Martial art can do at home to supplement

we must also maintain nutritional and restful

their Dojo training?

health. As your instructor will tell you I am
a firm believer in KI training and I do this

Presently it takes me 30 minutes to stretch

type of training all day long but the KI

and realign my body when I awake and

practice must be applied while you are
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stretching, eating, reading, driving, thinking,

that Institutional corruption and abuse is a

resting…well you understand, ask your

problem but imagine for a moment if

instructor for guidance I am sure he will be

everyone did not plot against others, did not

more than pleased to assist you.

gang bang, did not rob, did not hack,
imprison women and children…well you get

10. When faced with a situation, whether

the point!

that be physical or mental, involving
another person or self, how do you know

The world is full of stupid people. Prisons

the avenue you’ve chosen was the correct

are loaded with stupid people who

one to take? Please explain how you’ve

deliberately choose to impose their selfish

come to the conclusion that what you’ve

ignorance onto others and many more who

done or said is just. –Roger-San

voluntarily surrender themselves to be
exploited by others. Exploitative

Roger san your question is really loaded
with interesting possibilities but considering
how I arrive at my “in the moment
decisions”…it is purely based on life
experiences. Each of us has to evaluate in
the moment what is fair and just and the
outcome will determine if the decision was
appropriate. This is true for each of us

manipulative people abound in the world
and they are not all in prisons, hence the
reason why there are numerous laws in
place. There are good people in the world
trying to make the world better for others.
However there are many laws that are unjust
and unfair but there are a few that address
the inequities of cruel societies.

because we are human. There are no
metaphysical orbs or charts to consult, we

As a Martial artist I see myself in relation to

cannot run to the Law Library or check in

the greater society. I understand that I have a

with our local District Attorney, we must

social responsibility to behave while I am

decide in the moment what is right fair and

out and about. My mother and father taught

just for ourselves only.

this lesson to me early on in my life and my
attendance and participation in Catholic

Take for example the whole Ferguson MO
debacle. If those who cause trouble would
not cause trouble there would have been no
trouble. Yes it is true that history has taught

school reinforced my parent‟s lessons. I
don‟t have a right to carry a gun or point it
at a peace officer or sell dope or exploit
men, women and children or hotrod down a
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road while a police car is trying to pull me

and expect to be treated with courtesy and a

over…you get the point!

reasonable amount of decorum. My decision
to visit is only half of the equation while the

Because of my long years of training in
Martial Arts, I have become acutely aware
of life‟s opportunities to apply self-defense
in order to keep from harm. However each
of us can be caught and imprisoned by
forces that we cannot resolve without the
help of others of like mind. I believe all
people who train must become aware of the
social forces that rule our lives if we want to
live an honest life. A firm internal moral
compass is paramount in order to lead a
virtuous life! Do you believe the people at
NSA or the CIA seek virtuous living? Do
you believe men and women who promote
interrogation techniques are virtuous

other part is reserved for the other person I
chose to visit. The outcome of my visit was
determined by the actions of all the other
players involved, one directly the other
indirectly. My reason to visit was honest and
fair. The outcome, well it was interesting.
Was it fair? I am sure from their vantage
point they enjoyed the outcome. From my
vantage point I was left wondering how a
person can dress out in a Keiko gi and put
on a hakama and walk out onto a training
area, bow to a portrait and then turn and bow
to a group of people who have placed their
trust in their teacher to be an exemplary
example of the Martial art that they study?

people?
It really is that simple. When each of us
When we make decisions that involve other
people we can never be fully aware of the
outcome or repercussions until we
experience those outcomes. Your last
question asking how do I know if my actions

chooses to venture out into the world or the
world comes knocking at our door we need
to be kind and courteous anything less than
that and we bring dishonor to ourselves and
the group we represent.

were fair and just?
Fairness is relative to each person‟s
definition. I will reference a real life
situation. I think it is reasonable for any
person to visit another Martial art school
(because the school is open to the public)

My view does not represent that if someone
is abusive that I have to accept their abuse.
That decision is determined by the tenet of
self-defense. If we are always polite most
problems will not occur. I understand the
world is full of nasty people but we must
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develop our Ki to not be duped into
accepting treachery!
Training with positive Ki will eventually
defeat these forces but it must be daily
training…
Vernon A Medeiros 1/6/15

but because of modern ideas related to group
friendship and social groupings becomes
another good incentive for seeking martial
arts training.
As in the past so it goes in the present,
people are plagued locally, regionally and

San Shin Kwan Maryland and Colorado
Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang

now more than in the past with a global

Association

world that has far too many deviant
criminally minded humans running around

Summary of my answers to students’
questions

causing trouble and creating havoc with both
subtle and overt deeds. Try to remember that
criminal types do lurk in the most common

Overall I thought the questions were
and recognizable places, you just have to
interesting. I‟m not totally convinced that I
open your eyes and ears.
answered each question in a direct fashion
but I do believe I conveyed the essence of
each question as I tend to see the social
world as a composite of all things being
connected. However, with this said present
day martial arts instruction and organization
is and always has been a reflection of the
cultural socio-economic order. The specific
singular purpose to learn any self-defense art
is for self-defense! There is no other reason

Present day training traditions for the masses
evolved relatively recently and since the end
of World War II, the field has grown in a
step by step manner and gained a surge of
interests by the late 1970‟s. Since the turn of
the century the tournament world has
proliferated well beyond its borders. Each
generation undertakes the challenges
associated with teaching and passing along
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the arts as they see them for respectable or

trampled upon or desecrated. Freedom of

for dreadful purposes. Whether the teaching

speech must not be used as a justification to

is for good or ill effect is a question only the

defame others beliefs.

members can answer.

My question to each of you is where do you

In closing I would simply state that if any

stand on global issues that harm human

martial art is promoting and encouraging

kind?

tournament fighting competition for the sole
purpose of winning over another human

Do you mindlessly follow the crowd of
popular culture?

being then those methods and attitudes will
continue to foster aggression and violence in
a world that is already over saturated with
violence and aggression. Remember staged

Do you complacently attend movies that
promote violence against women, children
and men?

voluntary violence participation is still

Do you accept and support politicians and

violence! If true self-defense methods are

corporations that behave like immature

promoted then there is hope for maintaining

spoiled children?

a peaceful world.
Do you believe the application of enhanced
Is it really that important to criticize and

interrogation techniques upon any human

publish dead religious leaders in cartoons for

being is justified?

the sake of free speech? Is that really being
Do you believe that the Supreme Court or
socially responsible? The notion of freedom
major corporations or the contract military
of speech must be tempered by reason and
machine or political institutions or the CIA
respect for others who have delivered their
or NSA or major investment financial
reasons for asking that their beliefs not be
87

houses along with the entire
telecommunication industry complex keeps
anyone safe?
Is CNN and TSA really in our best interests
or are we fed by fear?
I grew up reading science fiction and when I
look around the world I see those stories I
read as a child have become a
reality…maybe as a human species we are
forever doomed to always repeat and
implement the mistakes of the past
Vernon A Medeiros 2015
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Adianis Infante, Age 8

Herold Infante, Age 6
Learning Tang Soo Do is very fun

It is nice and Tang Soo Do is for
and I like kicking and punching but I know
protection. I like to do it because the cool
not to hit people and use this on others. I
moves. It is the best thing ever. You need to
think it is important to train Tang Soo Do. I
learn how to do moves and I like to do the
want a uniform and a belt. One day I will get
moves.
a uniform. I know I need to work hard.
Tang Soo Do
Tang Soo Do
Mercedes Parker Hernandez, Age 7
Ziona Marshall, Age 7
I like karate. I like L1. I like my
I think Tang Soo Do karate is
karate teacher. I want to be a white belt. I
awesome because we get to learn to kick and
want to be a black belt.
punch in karate.
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Kevin B., Age 9
My thoughts about Tang Soo Do is

Tang Soo Do
Dillon Bischoff, Age 6

that it is fun but I like the forms. Also, I like

Karate is so so so helpful because

having discipline and I‟m interested in Tang

my brother keeps hurting me. Now I can

Soo Do. I love karate so that‟s why I go to

defend myself. It is so so so so so fun and

Tang So Do and I like doing technique with

helpful for me between my brother and I. I

power.

like karate because now I know more
karate. And I get to express myself towards

Tang Soo Do
Jamie Bischoff, Age 10
Tang Soo Do is amazing and really
helps me defend myself but I still don‟t use
it against anyone because I know it will

karate.
Tang Soo Do
Ryan Brooks, Age 9
My thoughts on Tang Soo Do are it

affect me. But I still think Tang Soo Do is

is not magic. It‟s just hard work. It may take

fun and really really makes me feel safe.

many years to master the way of Tang Soo
Do. It‟s fun to be here. Breaking boards and

First, I get to help myself. Second, I get to
all that. It strengthens my abilities.
have fun learning. Third, it helps me.
Fourth, I get to have rank so I can look

Tang Soo Do

strong. Lastly, I get to express myself

Alondra, Age 6

towards karate. Clearly, karate is the best
thing that ever happened to me.

I like karate. I like to punch. I like
forms. I have a good instructor. I like
kicking.
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defend myself. I also love karate because it

Jacob Amaga, Age 10

is fun. I also learned kicks.

I learned how to do L1, 2, and 3 and
Tang Soo Do
I1 and I2. I learned Tang Soo Do exercises 1
Cameron Champagnie, Age 9
to 10. Combination 1, 2, and 3 new way is
fun and hard work. Tang Soo Do is difficult
and not simple. I enjoy Tang Soo Do
because it is fun and helps me exercise and
teaches me a way to protect myself. Thank
you for teaching me!
Tang Soo Do

Tang Soo Do is about defense. The
forms I learned are L1, L2, L3,
combinations 1, 2, and 3. I think Tang Soo
Do is a good place with good discipline and
learning. It helps me become a better person.
I like it here because I learn about defense. It
helps me with life.

Keion Roberts, Age 5
Tang Soo Do
I learned how to do kicks. I learned
Trevion Collier, Age 8
L1. I learned L2. I like karate because it is
important to me. I learned because you can
defend yourself. I learned karate because it
is fun.

I think Tang Soo Do is fun karate
moves. I think it is hard work. It has forms. I
think it is hard work to learn to defend
yourself.

Tang Soo Do
Alexia Robert, Age 9
I learned how to do combinations. I
also learned to do L1, L2, and L3. I like
karate because when I am in trouble I can

Tang Soo Do
Deyvian Atencio, Age 8
I like Tang Soo Do and I like karate
like L1. I like Tang Soo Do because of its
forms. I would like to have a midnight blue
belt one day. It looks cool what I can do.
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The exercises are cool to me. This art is
about defense, not attacking and hurting.
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